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Gentlemen of the Council:

The citizens of the City of Rochester have selected you as
members of the City Council to conduct the affairs of this municipality for this year of 1946.
We, as a Council, have been charged with the affairs of
the City, the first and most important of which is that we so
manage the moneys as to maintain our high financial rating, to
see to it that the protection of our citizens is given thoughtful
consideration, to strive toward the improvement of our streets
and highways, which are most essential to every community.
Especial attention must be given to our School Department, that we may continue to hold the high rating in the future that we have in the past.

Much thought and investigation should be. given to our
parks and playgrounds; and for the beautification of Rochester,
our shade trees must not be neglected.
It has been my privilege to have worked with you as a
Councilman for one term, and as your Mayor for the past year.
During this time we have gone through a period whereas it was
necessary that we prepare to fight and to win one of the most
terrible wars in history.
This nation has been foremost in

bringing the peace.

Our responsibilities as a city government are greater at this
moment than at any time since it became necessary for us to be
engaged

in war, to prepare for the efforts that will be required
to face the reconstruction period that follows a great conflict.

In addition to this we have an obligation to our young men
and women who served in the armed forces throughout the
world and who are now coming home to us, that they may be returned to their normal pursuits in life. And by their normal
pursuits in life may be to return to our local industries, complete their courses in our local schools or universities, or decide to
obtain their livelihood by agriculture, which is outstanding not
only in this particular city but in this section of our state. This
is an obligation and responsibility from which we must not turn
If we fail in this obligation and in this responsibility,
aside.
those men and women who have made the supreme sacrifice that
we may continue to live in freedom and democracy, have given
their lives in vain.

The Water Department requires unlimited attention and
much forethought in order to safeguard the interest of all the
people concerned. A public water supply is the most fundamental necessity of life, vital not only to health and sanitation.
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but also to industry and protection from fire. At this time I
wish to present a few facts pertaining to the supply. For the
past few years the department has been unable to supply the
demand at various periods of the year, as the large volume of
water used during these periods reduces the head pressure to a
very unsatisfactory level, at which time it becomes necessary
for the Committee to issue notices requesting the curtailment
of the use of water, thereby greatly reducing the department's
revenue.

When

this

condition exists,

revenue but also curtails certain

it

not only affects the

activities.

I would recommend that the Committee on Water Works
and Sewers use every effort to procure an auxiliary water supply in the near future, so that the department may be able to
meet all of its demands.

During the past four years

it

has been impossible for us to
in our streets and highways.

make any outstanding improvement

In this our situation has been no different than that of our sister
towns and cities. We have, however, come to a point where
definite steps should immediately be taken in reconstruction and

improvements

in streets

and highways.

During the past winter this section of the state, or perhaps
of New England, was so unfortunate as to have had more snow
than for many years. Not only did we have the difficult task of
snow removal, but we also had equipment which had seen many
years of service. With the unfortunate existing conditions, and
time taken for repairs due to breakdowns, I feel, from observance and reports, that the conditions of Rochester highways at
that time were not only as good as in other communities but far
superior to those in

many

other towns.

At this time I take the opportunity of congratulating the
members of the Highway Committee, together with the members
of that department, for their efforts, and the citizens of Rochester for their cooperation; and I believe it might be well for
the Council to authorize the members of the Highway Committee
of 1946 to obtain information pertaining to the purchase of new
equipment for that department when the time arrives that such
equipment is available.

Close cooperation has been maintained between the School

Department and other departments of our

City.

Schools have continued to maintain their efficiency. Even
with wartime shortages of manpower and material, our schools
have been well staffed and equipped, I believe above the average.

Necessary repairs and improvements have been made in
the school buildings, sufficient to keep them in good condition.

A salary schedule for teachers, which was voted in
has been put into effect this year, placing Rochester in a
tion to retain its present teachers and to attract equally
teachers when vacancies occur. Janitors' salaries have
been increased.
Rochester

is

fortunate

in

having

many

1944,
posi-

good
also

parks, also in hav-
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ing a playgi'ound for the younger children and tennis courts for
the older children, or adults, adjacent to Hanson Pines.

During the past year some thought has been given to removing the underbrush or small growth at the entrance to Hanson Park. With the cooperation of our Water and Sewer Department we were able to clear a small portion of the Pines where
tables and chairs are located.
The" playground equipment has been checked and repaired,
so that at the moment it is in excellent shape.
The wading pool
is an asset to this community, and many enjoyed these facilities
during this last season. I believe that we as citizens of Rochester should make investigation as to the possibility of constructing pools in East Rochester and Gonic.

Too much thought cannot be devoted along the above lines of
development, which would be for the welfare of the boys and
girls who tomorrow will be in the same capacities as you and I.

The Common was used for baseball and softball; and with
the assistance of the Highway Department, together with some
of our citizens who are interested in these games, we were able
to make temporary improvements in that portion of the Common that was used for these particular sports.

The custom which has been established of providing portions of our parks and playgrounds for skating for the smaller
children brings much pleasure to this younger group.
During the past year many petitions have been presented
for the removal and repair of our shade trees, and all of these
were referred to the Committee with power to act. These petitions were taken care of as far as possible, and the few that are
now pending are because of lack of funds. Although undoubtedly there may be a small balance in this department, the Committee recommends a small reserve for any emergency that
might arise from ice storms.

Your Committee recommends, as soon as small trees are
made where trees were removed,
and a program be arranged where a supply of trees might be
available to the individual citizen for ornamental purposes.
Shade trees must not be neglected, for by so doing we lose the
beauty and attractiveness of our city.
available, that replacement be

The Public Library is a splendid and outstanding instituIn January we were unfortunate in the
tion, efficiently staffed.
passing of our first librarian, Lillian E. Parshley, who had
served in this capacity as a public servant for fifty-two years.

The Fire and Police Departments are set up for the proand of citizens. The Standing Committees,
with the cooperation of the Fire Chief and City Marshal, have
Armaintain
the efficiency of these departments.
been able to
rangements were made late last fall and a public demonstration was held of two-way radio for the Fire Department. Should
tection of property

this

equipment be

installed, it

would be most helpful

in forest
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and there is a possibility of great danger in this type of
owing to the fact that we have many acres of slash in this
vicinity.
I recommend that some thought be given to the advisability of a change in our present Hook and Ladder, which
has had many years of service, for a more modern piece of apfires;
fire,

paratus.

The Police Committee is contemplating investigation regarding the advisability of changing the motor equipment in this
department to a type of car that would not only take care of
regular calls, but could also be used as an ambulance in emergency in the future.
Should any investigation be made and reports obtained in
the above, the same will immediately be presented to you for
your consideration and discussion.
In conclusion, I take this opportunity of expressing my appreciation for the privilege of being allowed to serve with you
I assure you that I will endeavor to convey
in the year of 1946.
to you all available information and assist the committees in the
future as in the past; and with your cooperation, of which I am
sure, together with the constructive suggestions we may receive
from various civic organizations and citizens, we may face this
period of reconstruction with utmost confidence that Rochester
may be continuously progressive, that we may well appreciate
the freedom and democracy which is ours.

CITY GOVERNMENT
AS ORGANIZED JANUARY

Mayor,

C.

1,

1946

WESLEY LYONS

COUNCILMEN
Ward Owe— Ralph

C. Sinclair,

Merl T. Wentworth, Jesse C.

Si-

monds.

— Maurice A. Jones, Frederick Maxfield, Freeman
Hurley, Arthur
Ward Three — George A. Lachapelle, John
Cassidy.
Sylvain, George
Ward Four— Donald Sylvain, Thomas

Ward Two

V.

Parshley.

J.

J.

E.
J.

Potvin.

Ward Five— Cecil

A.

Morrison, Wilfred T. Roy, Weston H.

Palmer.

Ward

Six
som.

City

— George F. Wilson, Charles F. Leach, Vernon E. Her-

Clerk— D. Arlene Baker.

— Frank E. Hussey.
— Stacy Tripp.
City Solicitor— Guy Smart.
Collector of Taxes — Eugene C. Howard.
Street Commissioner— Ralph 0. Meader.

City Treasurer

City Accountant

J.

Superintendent of Water Works and Sewers

Marshal

— Thomas

Assistant Marshal

— George

D.

Dame.

K. Redden.

— Gerald

G. Lapierre.

—

Patrolmen Deus Levesque, Nelson S. Hatch, Vane E. Nickerson, Ernest J. Levesque, Willis M. Hayes, Erlon H. Furbush.
Chief Engineer of the Fire Department

— Ralph G.
—

Seavey.

Deputy Chief Engineers of Fire Department Wilbur E. Home,
Joseph E. Woodes, Charles L. Plummer, William B. Shaw,

Downing Osborne.

— Forrest L. Keay.
— Charles E. Goodwin.

Overseer of Poor
Sanitary Officer
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City Physician

Board

— Norman K. Chesley.
— Norman K. Chesley, Forrest L. Keay, Charles

Health
E. Goodwin.
of

— Charles

Plumbers' Examining Board
Chesley, Wilbur E.

—

Assessors Albert R. Chalmers,
Beaudoin.
Trustees of Trust Funds
H. Bates.

E. Goodwin,

Norman K.

Home.
Howard

— Frank E.

C. E. Becker,

Alfred

J.

Hussey, Cecil M. Pike, John

Trustees of Public Library— Joel W. McCrillis,
Robert P. Wilson, Charles W. Varney, Jr.,
Henry J. Grondin.

J.
J.

Stacy Tripp,
Levi Header,

—

Licensing Board Mayor C. Wesley Lyons, City Marshal Thomas K. Redden, Health Officer Charles E. Goodwin.

Manager
Janitor

of City Hall Aiiditorium

—James

— E.

Morrison Douglas.

B. Callahan.

— Charles

Assistant Janitor-

G. Fenton.

—John F. Hickey.
— Ernest Stevenson.
Measures — James B. Callahan.
Sealer of Weights
Blair, Leon BlaisSpecial Police — William 0. Allen, William
Brooks, AlonJanitor, East Rochester Hall

Janitor, Gonic Hall

arid

J.

dell,

Frank Boston, Wilfred Boulanger, Percy
James B. Callahan, F. D. Callaghan, Frank

zo Bunker,

C.

Canney, Louis Carter, Walter J. Carter, Guy E. Chesley,
Don R. Coburn, Francis W. Cote, Ernest Couture, Eudore
Couture, George A. Creteau, George D. Dame, Forrest M.
Davis, W. Earl Davis, E. Morrison Douglas, Fred L. Doyle,
Miles H. Dustin, Isaac C. Evans, James Flood, Harold M.
Foss, Albert S. Foster, Chester A. Freeman, Alphonse Frenette, Charles E. Goodwin, Neal Goodwin, David Grant, Leland L. Gray, William D. Hamel, Wilbur Hayes, Horace F.
Haynes, John F. Hickey, Ernest E. Home, John J. Hurley,
Carl Jacobs, Edward Joblonski, Herbert Kenney, William
Lamontagne, A. R. LaPointe, Alphonse Lacasse, Gerald G.
Lapierre, Ambrose Massey, John Meader, Ralph 0. Meader,
Frank B. Miller, Arthur Mortimer, Clifton H. Niblock, Eugene O'Brien, Rolf Osterman, Freeman V. Parshley, Michel
A. Pelletier, John W. Philbrook, Napoleon Picard, Maxime
Portray, George J. Potvin, Bert F. Power, Dwight Raab,
Gerard Rainville, Joseph A. Roulx, Felix Sanfacon, Fred L.
Seavey, Samuel Shapleigh, Harold Shepard, Mylo Sinclair,
Ernest Stevenson, Reginald Stuart, Arthur E. Tebbetts,
Richard Varney, Ray Vittum, Albert L. Wallace, Harvey
Warburton, Jasper G. Ward, Harry L. Webber, Luther E.
Wiggin, George V. Willard, Joseph Woodes, Joseph G.
Zuromskis.
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—

Roland Bouchard, Herbert Bowering, James
Bowering, Sr., Forrest Campbell, Edna Capron, A. F. CarT.
ter, Walter
Gate, Raymond Clark, Foi'rest M. Davis, John
Dodge, Kenneth Drapeau, Fred Durgin, Irving Emerson,
Charles E. Fisher, J. Raymond Fisher, Wallace N. Fisher,
Robert Oilman, George E. Greenfield, Frank Hatch, Richard G. Hatch, George W. Heath, George Herries, Warren
C. Howard, Raoul J. Marcotte, Roy Marcotte, J. A. Morrill,
A. C. Mortimer, Roger E. Page, Orlando E. Pickering,
Raymond Palmer, Chester H. Smith, Franklin Torr, Olive
Page Tufts, Albert Warburton, Scott Winkley, Joseph
Woodes, Bert Woodward, William York, Ivory L. Young.

Public Weic/hers

—

Surveyors of Wood and Lumber Arthur W. Barber, Louis Cartier, Nathaniel Davis, William H. Emack, Robert Fownes,
Norman Griffin, Russell Griffin, Samuel Hale, George V.
Hussey, James R. Mangar, A. F. Potvin, George J. Potvin,
David Shields, Clayton Severance, James 0. Watson.

Fence Viewers

— Ernest

Campbell, Harvey Henderson.

STANDING COMMITTEES,
Finance

— Mayor,

1946

Palmer, Jones.

— Mayor, Parshley,
— Mayor, Parshley, Lachapelle.
Accounts — Mayor, Morrison, Cassidy.

Shade Trees, Parks and Commons

Thomas

Sylvain.
Public Instruction

Claims and

Public Buildings— Wilson, Maxfield, Sinclair.
Fire Dejiarfment—W ent-worth, Wilson, Potvin.
Roads, Bridges and Drains Sinclair, Leach, Donald Sylvain.
Water Works and Sewers Simonds, Roy, Thomas Sylvain.
Street Lights Maxfield, Wentworth, Hurley.
Printing Parshley, Hersom, Cassidy.
Elections and Returns Leach, Hersom, Lachapelle.
Legal Affairs Mayor, Simonds, Donald Sylvain.
Bills in Their Second Reading and Enrolled Ordinances
Roy,
Wilson, Hurley.
Police
Mayor, Palmer, Jones.
Purchasing Committee Mayor, Morrison, Potvin.

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

SPECIAL COMMITTEES,
Honor

— Potvin, Jones, Roy.
of Uriion Street — Members

1946

Roll

Widening

of Committees on Roads,
Bridges and Drains and Legal Affairs.
Committee to Investigate Salary Increases for Heads of Departments Mayor, Wentworth, Sinclair, Simonds, Jones,

—

Potvin.

IMPORTANT RESOLUTIONS AND
ORDERS
Passed by the City Council, 1946

RESOLUTION FOR THE COMMITMENT FROM
BUDGET ADDED TO SURPLUS OF 1945

1944

Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the sum of $5,280.00 reserved 'as a commitment
from the 1944 Budget, be added to the surplus of 1945.
Passed January

2,

1946.

RESOLUTION THAT THE ACTIVITIES OF THE
FINANCE COMMITTEE BE APPROVED
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the activities of the Finance Committee of the
Council, all transactions had by it and steps taken in the management of the financial affairs
and hereby are, approved.
Passed January 2, 1946.

of the City of Rochester, be,

RESOLUTION TO BORROW MONEY IN ANTICIPATION
OF TAXES
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the Finance Committee be authorized to hire in
anticipation of taxes a sum not exceeding two hundred and fifty
thousand dolars ($250,000.00). Said sum to be hired, on notes
of the City, at such time as best interest of the City require.
Passed Janulary 2, 1946.

RESOLUTION TO PURCHASE LAND FROM
W. T. GRANT CO. TO WIDEN UNION STREET
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the Finance Committee be instructed and authorized to purchase the portion of land, consisting of 1,172
square feet, adjacent to Union Street, from the W. T. Grant
Company for the purpose of widening Union Street, for the

sum

of $2,500.00.

Passed February

5,

1946.

RESOLUTION FOR PURCHASING DRIVING LICENSES
FOR EMPLOYEES WHO DRIVE CITY-OWNED VEHICLES
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the cost of driving licenses required by the
state, for drivers regularly employed to drive City-owned motor

City of Rochester
vehicles be paid from
tive departments.

Passed February

11

funds budgeted for the use of the respec5,

1946.

RESOLUTION REFERRING BIDS FOR RUBBISH
COLLECTION TO THE PURCHASING COMMITTEE
Be

it

Mayor and Citij Council of the City of
whereas, the contract for the collection of garof Rochester expires February 15th, the ComBridges, and Drains have advertised for bids

resulred by the

Rochester: That,
bage in the City
mittee on Roads,
in the Rochester

papers: and
That the bids and contract for garbage collection for 1946
be referred to the Purchasing Committee with power to act.
A suitable cover for the truck body shall be provided and
used so that material being transported over City streets cannot
be blown out.

fall or

Passed February

5,

1946.

RESOLUTION TO SECURE INFORMATION AS TO A
CHAIRMAN OF ASSESSORS TO WORK FULL TIME
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That a special committee be appointed by the Mayor,
composed of two members of the Council and the Mayor to serve
as Chairman, to obtain information and recommendations as to
the advisability that the Chairman of the Board of Assessors
be elected by the Council and that the said Chairman serve in
this capacity as a full time employee; and that the office of the
Board of Assessors be open to the public at hours that would
correspond with those of the office of the Tax Collector; and
that this said special committee be still further empowered to
investigate a wage scale for said Chairman, and the same to
report back to this Council not later than its regular March
meeting, for their consideration.
Passed February 5, 1946.

RESOLUTION TO BORROW $75,000.00 TO PURCHASE
EQUIPMENT FOR DEPARTMENTS
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the Finance Committee be and is hereby authorized to borrow a sum not exceeding $75,000.00 on bonds or
notes of said City in such manner as said Committee may determine to purchase new equipment for the Highway, Fire, Water, Sewer, Police and Park Departments of said City of Rochester.

Passed February

5,

1946.

RESOLUTION TO INCREASE WAGES OF WATER AND

SEWER DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEES

resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the pay schedule for employees of the Water
and Sewer Departments be revised by establishing the follow-

Be

it

:
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minimum and maximum rates within which limits the pay
rate for each employee shall be determined according to experience and ability by the Superintendent and the Committee
ing

on Water Works and Sewers.
For Laborers:

Minimum rate $.72 per hour
Maximum rate $.79 per hour
For Servicemen

Minimum
Maximum
Passed March

rate $.79 per hour
rate $.85 per hour
5,

1946.

RESOLUTION TO INCREASE WAGES OF PERSONS COMPETENT TO MAKE SURVEYS, ESTABLISH LINES AND
GRADES AND KEEP PROPER RECORDS
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the selected person competent to make surveys
and establish lines and grades, keep proper plans and records,
also to assist in general supervision and records, also to assist
in general supervision of the work of the Water Department
and to perform such other duties as the Superintendent of the
Water Department may require, shall be paid at the rate of
$1.00 per hour.
Passed March 5, 1946.

RESOLUTION TO INCREASE WAGES OF HIGHWAY

DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEES

resolved by the Mayor and City Council nf the City of
Rochester: That the pay schedule for employees of the Highway Department be revised by establishing the following minimum and maximum rates within which limits the pay rate for
each employee shall be determined, according to experience and
ability by the Superintendent and the Committee on Roads,
Bridges and Drains.

Be

it

For Laborers:

Minimum

Maximum

rate $.72 per hour
rate $.79 per hour

For Truck Drivers:

Minimum rate
Maximum rate

$.79 per
$.85 per

hour
hour

For Grader Operator:

Minimum
Maximum

rate $.92 per hour
rate $1.04 per hour

For Shovel Operator:

Minimum

Maximum

rate $.98 per hour
rate $1.09 per hour

For Mechanic:

Minimum
Maximum
Passed March

rate $.83 per hour
rate $.95 per hour
5, 1946.

:
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RESOLUTION TO INCREASE WAGES OF HIGHWAY

DEPARTMENT FOREMAN

resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That a person competent to serve as foreman of
the Department of Roads, Bridges and Drains and to assist in
general supervision of the work of the above named Department, and perform such other duties as the Superintendent of
the Department of Roads, Bridges and Drains may require, be
selected by the Committee on Roads, Bridges and Drains and
the Superintendent of the Department; and shall be paid at the
rate of $1.00 per hour.

Be

it

Passed March

5,

1946.

AMENDMENT TO ORDINANCES ON SALARIES
it ordained by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That parts of Chapter XXIII of the General Ordinances of the City of Rochester be amended as follows:
By striking out the whole of Section 2 which reads as follows: "Superintendent of Water Works and Sewers, $1,650.00
from the Water Department and $330.00 from the Sewerage
Department, payable weekly" and in its place instead enact the
following: "Superintendent of Water Works and Sewers,
$2,000.00 from the Water Department and $500.00 from the
Sewerage Department, payable weekly."
By striking out the whole of Section 3 which reads as follows: "The Street Commissioner, $1,980.00 from the Highway
Department, payable weekly" and in its place instead enact the
following, "The Street Commissioner, $2,500.00 from the Highway Department, payable weekly."

Be

Payable from the Police Department:
By striking out the whole of paragraphs c, d, and e of
Section 8 which read as follows
"City Marshal, $42.00 per week. He shall be granted
c.
one week vacation each year with pay."
"Assistant Marshal, $38.00 per week. He shall be
d.
granted one week vacation each year with pay."
"Patrolmen, $35.00 per week. They shall be granted
e.
one week vacation each year with pay."
and in their place instead enact the following:
"City Marshal, $52.00 per week. He shall be granted
c.
one week vacation each year with pay."
"Assistant Marshal, $45.00 per week. He shall be
d.
granted one week vacation each year with pay."
"Patrolmen, $40.25 per week. They shall be granted
e.
one week vacation each year with pay."
Payable from the Fire Department:
By striking out the whole of paragraphs a and b of Section 9 which read as follows:
a.
"Chief of Fire Department, $42.00 per week. He shall
be granted one week vacation each year with pay."
"The Deputy Chief and the Permanent Firemen at the
b.
Central Station, $35.00 per week. They shall be granted one
week vacation each year with pay."
md in their place instead enact the following:

14
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"Chief of Fire Department, $52.00 per week. He shall
a.
be granted one week vacation each year with pay.
"The Deputy Chief and the Permanent Firemen at the
b,
They shall be granted one
Central Station, $40.25 per week.
week vacation each year with pay."
Passed March 5, 1946.

AMENDMENT TO ORDINANCES RELATIVE TO
ASSESSORS

Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Rochester:
That the whole of Chapter 18 of the General Ordinances of said
City be repealed, and in its place and stead the following be
enacted.
That the City Council of said City of Rochester
Sec. 1.
shall elect one of the members of the Board of Assessors to be
Chairman of said board for a period of three years.
That the said Chairman shall be at the Assessors' Office in
the Rochester Citv Building Friday of each week from 8:30
A. M. to 12 noon, and from 1:00 P. M. to 5:00 P. M.
That the whole Board shall be in session at said office each
Saturday of each month during the year from 8:30 A. M. to 12
noon.
That the whole of said Board shall be in session at its office for the first fifteen days of April from 8:30 A. M. until 12

noon and from 1 :00 P. M. to 5:00 P. M. Monday through Friday,
and from 8:30 A. M. to 12 noon Saturday during this period.
Passed March 5, 1946.
Repealed September 3, 1946.

AMENDMENT TO THE ORDINANCES RELATING TO
ASSESSORS' SALARIES

Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Rochester:
That paragraph G of Section 3, of Chapter 23 of the General
Ordinances of said City be amended by striking out the whole
of the same and in its place and stead enacting the following:
Each assessor of taxes nine hundred and ninety dollars,
payable monthly, except the Chairman of the Board who shall
be paid twelve hundred and ninety dollars, payable monthly.
Pay to each assessor of taxes in the City of Rochester in
addition to the salary herein mentioned, the sum of fifty dollars each year for travel expense in the performance of his duty.
Passed March 5, 1946.
Repealed September 3, 1946.

RESOLUTION ON CLAIM OF LOUISE BOULETTE
Be if reffolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the claim of Louise D. Boulette against the
City of Rochester be referred to the Legal and Finance Committees, with power to act.
Passed March 5, 1946.
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RESOLUTION REGULATING PAY OF MECHANIC AND
GRADER OPERATOR
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the pay schedule for the Grader Operator of
Highway Department be revised by establishing the following minimum and maximum rates within which limits the
pay rate for this employee shall be determined, according to
experience and ability, by the Superintendent and the Committee on Roads, Bridges and Drains.
Minimum rate $.98 per hour.
Maximum rate $1.09 per hour.
Be it also resolved that the rate of pay of Mechanic be
the

changed

to:

Minimum rate
Maximum rate
Be

it

$.85 per hour.
$1.00 per hour.
further resolved that this be retroactive to

March

1,

1946.

Passed April

2,

1946.

RESOLUTION FOR PUBLIC HEARING ON THE
1946

BUDGET

resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That, as required by a state law, passed in 1943, a
public hearing on the City Budget shall be held and that the
City Clerk be, and hereby is, instructed to publish a notice of
said hearing, at least one week in advance of said hearing; and
post notices in two public places, together with a summary of
the Budget as submitted, at least one week in advance of said
hearing.
Passed May 14, 1946.

Be

it

AMENDMENT TO THE ORDINANCES RELATIVE TO
SALARIES OF CITY OFFICIALS
ordained by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That Chapter XXIII, Section 4, on Salaries of City
Officials, be amended by striking out the whole of the same and

Be

it

the amendments thereto, and inserting in place and stead thereof the following:
Section 4.
Payable from Salary Department.
a.
Mayor, six hundi-ed dollars, payable weekly.
b.
City Clerk, twenty-two hundred ninety-five dollars and
ninety-seven cents, payable weekly.
City Treasurer, six hundred twenty-six dollars and
c.
seventeen cents, payable quarterly.
City Accountant, twenty-eight hundred forty-six dold.
lars twenty-five cents, payable weekly.
City Solicitor, nine hundred seventy-four dollars five
e.
cents, payable quarterly.
Collector of Taxes, twenty-two hundred twenty-six dolf.
lars forty cents and postage, payable weekly.
Sealer of Weights and Measures, four hundred sevenh.
teen dollars and forty-five cents, payable monthly.
Passed June 4, 1946.
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AMENDMENT TO THE ORDINANCES RELATIVE TO
SALARIES PAID FROM THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Be it ordained by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That Chapter XXIII, Section 5, on Salaries of City
Officials, be amended by striking out the whole of the same and
then inserting in place and stead thereof the following:
Payable from the Health Department.
Section 5.
Sanitary Officer, nine hundred seventy-four dollars and
a.
five cents, payable weekly,
Overseer of the Poor, eight hundred thirty-four dolb.
lars and ninety cents, payable quarterly.
City Physician, five hundred fifty-six dollars, sixty
c.
cents, payable quarterly.
Passed June 4, 1946.

AMENDMENT TO THE ORDINANCES RELATIVE TO
PUBLIC BUILDING DEPARTMENT SALARIES
Be it ordained by the Mayor and the City Council of the
City of Rochester: That Chapter XXIII, Section 7, on Salaries
of the City Officials be amended by striking out the whole of
the same and inserting in place and stead thereof the following:

Payable from the Public Buildings Department:
Section 7.
Janitor at the City Hall, sixteen hundred sixty-nine dola.
lars eighty cents, payable weekly.
Assistant Janitor at the City Hall, twelve hundred fiftyb.
two dollars thirty-five cents, payable weekly.
Janitor at the Fire Station, and Opera House at East
c.
Rochester, two hundred two dollars and forty cents, payable
quarterly.
Janitor at the Fire Station and Public Hall at Gonic,
d.
two hundred and two dollars and forty cents, payable quarterly.
Passed June 4, 1946.

AMENDMENT TO THE ORDINANCES RELATIVE TO
GRANTING. TAXICAB LICENSES

Be it orduiyied by the City Council of the City of Rochester:
That Section 11 of Chapter XVI of the Ordinances be
amended by striking out the whole thereof and in its place and
stead enacting the following:
The City Council may in its discretion grant
Section 11.
licenses permitting taxicabs. as defined in Section 10, to be
operated in the City of Rochester, to such individuals, partnerships and corporations as it may deem expedient, and no vehicle shall be so operated unless so licensed.
Be it further ordained that any license so granted shall become null and void if not taken up after thirty days from date
of issuance.
The number of taxi permits to be limited to fourteen in any
one year and this number to be reduced as permits are not renewed until there is a maximum of ten.
Passed June 4, 1946.
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AMENDMENT TO THE ORDINANCES RELATIVE TO
SUSPENDING TAXICAB LICENSES

ordained hy the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That Section 14 of Chapter XVI be amended by
striking: out the whole thereof and in its place and stead enacting the following:
Section 14.
The Licensing Board may suspend said license
temporarily, pending a meeting of the City Council, for improper or unlawful operation of said vehicle, by said licensee or
The City Council may revoke or suspend said lihis servant.
cense after due hearing for any cause which said Council may

Be

deem

it

sufficient.

Passed June

4,

1946.

AMENDMENT TO THE ORDINANCES RELATIVE TO
TAXICAB STANDS

ordained by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That Section 17 of Chapter XVI be amended by
striking out the whole thereof and in its place and stead enact-

Be

it

ing the following:
Section 17.
The Police Committee may assign to each of
said licensees for each vehicle so licensed one location in some
part of the highway in the compact part of the City which shall
be marked or designated as such and shall be reserved for the
use of said licensee as a stand for said vehicle. No other person except said licensee or his employee shall stand or park his
vehicle, nor any other vehicle, except said licensed vehicle, shall
be stood or parked in said designated locations, except for the
purpose and while actually engaged in taking on or leaving passengers, or for taking on or unloading merchandise.
Each licensee shall pay to the City such sum as the City
may expend in designating stopping places or taxi stands for

each licensee.
Passed June

4.

1946.

AMENDMENT TO THE ORDINANCES RELATIVE TO
INSPECTION OF TAXICABS
ordained by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That Section 24 of Chapter XVI be amended by

Be

it

striking out the words Section 24, in their place inserting the
25, so that said Section may hereafter be known
as Section 25.
In the place and stead of Section 24 enact the following:
Section 24.
The Licensing Board of said City shall annually designate and have published an approved list of taxi inspectors.
Each inspector so designated shall make record and
report to the City Marshal the condition of each vehicle used by
any licensee submitting the same to him for official examination within five days after making such inspection.
Every licensee shall cause each vehicle used by him in his
said taxi business to be inspected every sixty days.
The licensee shall also cause the vehicle or vehicles used by
him in his taxi business to be inspected by the City Marshal once

words Section
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each sixty days, and have the same appi-oved for cleanliness.
The City Marshal shall maintain a permanent record of

all

made to him by the official inspectors, of said taxi veand of his own inspection of said taxi vehicles, which
shall be reported to the City Council at the meeting following
such inspections reported to and made by said Marshal.
Passed June 4, 1946.

reports
hicles,

RESOLUTION PASSING THE

1946

BUDGET

resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That there be raised and there is hereby ordered to
be raised, with such overlay as may be found necessary, on the
polls and ratable estates within said City the sum of $451,513.00
to defray the necessary expenses of the City for the ensuing
year, which together with the sums which may be received from
various sources is hereby appropriated.
Passed June 4, 1946.

Be

it

RESOLUTION ADOPTING THE EMPLOYEES'
RETIREMENT SYSTEM
Be it resolved by the Mayor arid City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the City of Rochester adopt the State of New
Hampshire Retirement System under the provisions of said
System as set forth in the State of New Hampshire Revised
Laws, Chapter 27-A and Laws of 1945, Chapters 183 and 201.
Passed June 4, 1946.

AMENDMENT TO THE ORDINANCES RELATIVE TO
SALARIES PAID FROM ELECTION DEPARTMENT

Be it ordained by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That Section 6 of Chapter XXIII of the Ordinances
be amended by striking out the whole thereof and in its place
and stead enacting the following:
Payable from Elections Department:
Section 6.
Each Supervisor of the Checklist $6.32 a day for each
a.
day of actual service, excepting the chairman who shall receive
$6.95 for each day of actual service.
Each Ward Moderator $7.59 for each election day.
b.
Each Ward Selectman $6.32 per day for actual service,
c.
including election day.
Each Ballot Inspector $6.32 for each election day.
d.
Each Ward Clerk $6.32 for each election day and an
e.
additional sum of $1.10 for each election return and $.55 for
each juror drawn.

Passed July

2,

1946.

RESOLUTION TO RAISE MONEY FOR
CITY GARAGE

NEW

Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the sum not to exceed $85,000.00 be raised or
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appropriated by the Finance Committee to the best advantage
of the City for the building.
Passed July 2, 1946.

AMENDMENT TO THE ORDINANCES RELATIVE TO
SALARIES AND SESSION OF ASSESSORS

ordained by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the Amendment enacted March 5, 1946, to
Chapter 18, relative to sessions of City Assessors be repealed by
striking out the whole thereof and in its place and stead be enacted the following:
That the whole of said Board shall be in session at its office the last Saturday of each month during the year from 8:30
A. M. to 12 noon; that the whole board shall be in session at its
office for the first fifteen days of April from 8:30 A. M. to 12
noon, and from 1:00 P. M. to 5:00 P. M.
Be it further ordained by said City Council of the City of
Rochester that Chapter 23, Section 3, paragraph G, of the General Ordinances as amended March 5, 1946, be stricken out and
in its place and stead thereof be enacted the following:
Paragraph G, Section 3, of Chapter 23 of the General OrdiEach Assessor of Taxes $1,138.50 payable monthly, and
nances.
the sum of $50.00 for traveling expenses in the performance of

Be

it

their duties.

Passed September

3,

1946.

RESOLUTION RELATIVE TO POLLS BEING OPEN FROM
9:00-6:00 IN NOVEMBER 5 ELECTION
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That on Tuesday, November 5, 1946, the polling
places in all six wards of the City of Rochester shall be open at
nine o'clock in the morning and shall close at six o'clock in the
evening. Eastern Standard Time.

Passed October

1,

1946.

AMENDMENT TO THE ORDINANCES TO PERMIT
BOWLING ON THE LORD'S DAY

ordained by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That Sections 6 and 7 of Chapter XIII be amended
so as to permit Sunday bowling by striking out the word bowling wherever the same may appear, so that said sections shall
read as follows:
SPORTS. It shall be lawful on
Section 6.
the Lord's Day to engage in amateur play, games, sports and
exhibitions of physical skill, to which admission is charged, except public dancing, horse racing, prize fighting, wrestling, pool,
and billiards provided that the peace and quiet are not unreasonably disturbed thereby. The Mayor and City Council may regulate the time and areas of such play, games, and sports to the
end that no unreasonable disturbance of peace and quiet shall
be caused thereby.
It shall be lawful on the Lord's Day to engage
Section 7.

Be

it

AMATEUR
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and p:ames involving physical skill for which
charged except public dancing, horse racing, prize
fighting, wrestling, pool and billiards, but not earlier than one
o'clock in the afternoon.
No such play, game or sport shall be
held without a license from the Licensing Board.
1946.
Passed October 1,
(Approved by the voters at the December 3, 1946, City
in

play, sports,

admission

is

Election.)

RESOLUTION FOR LAYOUT OF ADAMS AVENUE,
SECOND STREET, AND WESTERN AVENUE
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That by reason of demands made by the adjoining
land owners for a hearing with reference to the layout of streets
for petitioner Ira Studley, the Council now sets the 21st day of
October at 7:30 P. M. for a hearing to determine lines and make
layouts for the contemplated streets.
Passed October 1, 1946.

RESOLUTION FOR CONSTRUCTION OF GRAVEL PACK
WELL WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM NOT TO EXCEED
$25,000.00

resolved by the Mayor and City Cojincil of the City of
Rochester: That the Committee on Water Works and Sewers
and the Finance Committee of said City be, and hereby are,
authorized to take such steps as may be necessary to have constructed for said City a Gravel Packed Well Water Supply System, and that they are hereby authorized to expend by way of
contract entered into for and on behalf of said City or otherwise, such sum as said Committees may believe proper for said
purpose, but in no event to exceed the sum of twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000.00). Dated this 27th day of September,

Be

it

1946.

Passed October

1,

1946.

RESOLUTION APPROPRIATING $25,000.00 FOR CONSTRUCTION OF GRAVEL PACKED WELL WATER
SUPPLY SYSTEM
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Coiaicil of the City of
Rochester: That the said City appropriate the sum of twentyfive thousand dollars ($25,000.00') for the construction and installation of a gravel packed well water supply system for said
City, and that said sum Ic raised in the following manner:
From the current earnings of the Department if the sum is
available; if not, the Finance Committee may raise it on notes
in a manner which they deem advisable.
Passed October 1, 1946.

RESOLUTION FOR LAYOUT AND ESTABLISHING
PARKING LOT IN REAR OF CITY BUILDING
Be

it

resolved by the

Mayor and

City Council of the City of

City ok Rochestkk
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Rochester: That in the laying out and establishing- of the Parking Lot easterly of and in the rear of the City Building on
Wakefield Street, that said Parking Lot be surveyed, the boundary lines be established, and set forth on a plan of said lot;
that the said lot be given a proper grading and surfacing, and
provided w^ith adequate lighting and completely enclosed M^ith
such a kind and type of fence as will prevent one's gaining entrance to the Parking Lot in other v^^ays than through the entrance and exits with which the said Parking Lot is provided.
Passed October 1, 1946.

RESOLUTION RELATIVE TO POLLS BEING OPEN FROM
9:00-6:00 AT THE CITY ELECTION DECEMBER 3, 1946
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That at the City Election the first Tuesday in December, 1946, the polling places in all six wards of the City of
Rochester shall be open at 9:00 o'clock in the morning and shall
close at 6:00 o'clock in the evening, Eastern Standard Time.
Passed November 6, 1946.

RESOLUTION TO REMOVE BUS STAND
CENTRAL SQUARE

IN

Be it resolved by the Mayor and Citn Council of the City of
Rochester: That the Police Committee be authorized to take the
necessary steps to remove the bus stand in Central Square and
route south bound traffic to the north of Parson Main monument.
Passed November 6, 1946.

RESOLUTION ACCEPTING ADAMS AVENUE, SECOND
STREET AND WESTERN AVENUE
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That Second Street, Adams Avenue, and Western
Avenue be and hereby are accepted as City Streets as laid out
on the maps drawn October, 1946, and shown at the Public
Hearing October 21, 1946.
Passed November 6, 1946.

AMENDMENT TO THE ORDINANCES RELATIVE
TO STOP SIGNS
ordained by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That Chapter XIV, Section 10, be amended by adding at the end of said Section 10 the following sub-sections:
On Old Dover Road before entering Route 125, Gonic
(54)
Road, from said Old Dover Road.
On Brock Street before entering Route 125 from
(55)

Be

it

said Brock Street.
On Maple Street before entering
(56)
said Maple Street.
Passed December 5, 1946.

Oak

Street from

:
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RESOLUTION TO TRANSFER BALANCES TO
DEPARTMENTS WHERE THERE ARE DEFICITS
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That if found necessary in closing the accounts of
the year to transfer from a Department where there is a balance to a Department where there is a deficit, the Committee on
Finance be authorized to make such transfer.
Passed December 5, 1946.

AMENDMENT TO THE ORDINANCES RELATIVE TO
ELECTION OF CITY OFFICERS

ordained by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That Section 3 of Chapter XXIV of the General Ordinances be amended by striking out the whole thereof and en-

Be

it

acting in its stead the following:
The City Council shall annually on the first
Section 3.
Wednesday of January or at an adjourned meeting thereof,
elect by ballot and majority vote for a term of one to three
years, such period to be determined by the Council, a Chief of
the Fire Department; and for a term of one year, the following officers: City Clerk, City Solicitor, City Treasurer, City Accountant, Collector of Taxes, Street Commissioner, Superintendent of Water Works and Sewers, five Deputy Chiefs of the
Fire Department, one of whom shall be from Gonic, one from
East Rochester, and one from the Permanent Firemen at the
Central Station and Manager of the City Hall Auditorium.
Passed December 5, 1946.

RESOLUTION ON RATE OF PAY FOR BULLDOZER
OPERATOR
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the rate of pay of bulldozer operator be established at a rate of from $.98 to $1.09 per hour.
Passed December 5, 1946.

RESOLUTION ON SELLING CERTAIN EQUIPMENT
OF THE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Be it resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That the Finance Committee be authorized to sell
at the best advantage to the City the following items
A. Two power rollers.
One 1934 Mack truck.
B.
One 1939 Mack truck
C.
D. Plows and equipment deemed by the Commissioner and
Highway Committee to be surplus.
Passed December 5, 1946.

AMENDMENT TO THE ORDINANCES RELATIVE TO
HOURS FOR SUNDAY BOWLING

Be

it

07-dained by the

Mayor and

City Council of the City of

City of Rochester

2o

Rochester: 1. That Chapter XIII, Section 2, of the General
Ordinances of the City of Rochester be and hereby is amended
by striking out the whole of said Section 2 and inserting in
place thereof the following:
Section 2. No person shall keep open any billiard saloon
or pool room between the hours of eleven o'clock in the evening
and five o'clock in the morning, nor on Sunday at any time of
day, or make sales or gifts within such billiard saloon or pool
room, or permit any oerson or persons to remain within the
same between the hours aforesaid, nor on Sunday. No person
shall keep open any bowling alley between the hours of eleven
o'clock in the evening and five o'clock in the morning on weekdays, nor before one o'clock in the afternoon or after eleven
o'clock in the evening on Sundays, or make sales or gifts within
such bowling alley or place, or permit any person or persons to
remain within the same during the hours when keeping open
such bowling alley or place is forbidden.
2.
This ordinance shall take effect upon its passage.

Passed December

30, 1946.

ASSESSORS'

INVENTORY
$7,992,115 00
320,225 00
21,250 00
200 00
75,700 00
3,800 00
490 00
18,475 00
1,250 00
100 00
28,920 00
17,600 00
1,551,463 00
1,206,495 00

Land and buildings
Electric plants

213

Horses

Oxen
Cows

2
^

Other neat stock
Sheep and goats
Fowls

.

757
63
49

.

18,475
3

Portable mills
Boats and launches
Wood, lumber, etc
Gasoline pumps and tanks
Stock in trade

8

Mills and machinery

$11,238,083 00
6,030

Polls

National bank stock taxes
Amount of taxes to be committed to collector,
including poll taxes and national bank
taxes

Amount

of

real

estate exempted

from

None

of stock in trade

exempted from

local

None

taxes

Amount exempted

Tax

457,388 57

local

taxes

Amount

12,060 00
1,424 30

251,250 00

to soldiers

39 50

rate for the year 1946

ALBERT

HOWARD

ALFRED

CHALMERS,
BECKER,
BEAUDOIN,

R.
C. E.
J.

Assessors.

:

FINANCIAL STATEMENT
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council, Rochester, N. H.:
Gentlemen
I submit the following report of the financial condition of
the Citv of Rochester as of the close of business December 31,
194G.

The general form of the report is the same as in former
This same form is retained as a basis for convenient
comparison with other years.

years.

A

Exhibits
to
close of the year.

D

reflect the financial

statements as of the

The various schedules furnish in more detail the accounts
that are reflected in the final balance sheets.

The Gross Funded Debt shows an increase
which

New

is

of $46,169.99

accounted for as follows:

Issue:

General Equipment Notes

$65,000 00

Notes Paid:

Sewer Construction Notes

Highway Construction Notes
Public Library Notes
City Hall Notes
Water Construction Notes

$2,330
4,000
4,000
2,500
6,000

01
00
00
00
00
18,830 01

$46,169 99

Increase

The Gross Funded Debt as

of

January

1,

1947,

is

$132,757.12

divided as follows:

Water Debt (Payable from Water Revenue)

$28,000 00

Municipal Debt:
Payable from Reserve for Retirement of Debt 39,757 12
Payable from future Tax Levies
65,000 00
$132,757 12

The Budget Operations for the year show a balance

in excess of charges of $9,991.25 accounted for as follows:
Excess of Revenues over Estimates
$4,412 10
Excess of Appropriations over Charges
5,579 15

$9,991 25

26
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I believe the accompanying exhibits and supporting schedules reflect fairly the financial condition of the City of Rochester as of December 31, 1946.

Respectfully submitted,
J.

STACY TRIPP,
City Accountant.

Exhibit

:

City of Rochester

Exhibit

A — Authorized
for the

Appropriations

Year 1946

eneral Government:

Administration
Salaries,

General,
Election and Registration,

27

28

Annual Repokt
Gas, Oil and Tires,
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RESOLUTION
June

4,

1946

resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester: That there be raised and there is hereby ordered to
be raised, with such overlay as may be found necessary, on the
polls and ratable estates within said City, the sum of $451,513.00
to defray the necessary expenses of the City for the ensuing
year, which together with the sums which may be received from
various sources, is hereby appropriated.

Be

I

it

hereby certify that the foregoing

is

a true copy of the

Budget of the City of Rochester for 1946, as passed by the City
Council June 4, 1946.
D.

ARLENE BAKER,
City Clerk.

State of

County

New Hampshire
of Strafford, SS.

Subscribed and sworn to before

me

this 5th

day of June,

1946.
J.

STACY TRIPP,
Notary Public.
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Exhibit

B

—

Financial

Statement

Exclusive of Water Department

ASSETS AND NET DEBT
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Exhibit

D — Analysis

of Revenue

Surplus
CREDITS TO SURPLUS
Revenues

33

34

Memorial and Armis

Annual Report
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1
Comparative Summary of
Revenues and Expenditures

Schedule

:
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District Nurse
Association,

750.00

750.00

2,500.00
500.00
750.00

2,401.91
4.94

991.17

241.17

12,000.00
4,250.00
1,200.00
1,436.99
2,500.00

12,399.83
5,408.77
1,226.85
1,962.91
1,159.24

399.83
1,158.77
26.85
525.92
1,340.76

21,290.80

25,538.37
12,927.59
5,990.46

709.16
1,175.87

Works:
Highways

Public

Current Expenditures:
Commissioner's
Salary,

Sidewalk Repairs,
Culverts,

98.09
495.06

Snow Removal
and Sanding,
Street Cleaning,
Cutting Bushes,
Surface Drains,
Bridge Repairs,

Maintenance Pay
Rolls,

13,636.75
Road Materials,
Gas, Oil and Tires, 7,166.33

Repairs to Equipment,
Power and Light,

6,073.80
225.00
225.00
1,500.00
298.85
1,546.00
500.00

9,744.95
304.61
209.48
1,886.30
347.13
1,545.37
505.10

Expenses,
1,005.80
Capital Expenditures:
12,650.00
Roads,

1,241.04

Fuel,
Insurance,
Telephones,

Town Aid

Roads,

Street Signs,
Other Supplies and

Sidewalks,
Surface Drains,
Public Welfare:
Administration,
Direct Relief,
Old Age Assistance,
Debt Service:

2,325.23
1,700.00

7,891.83
545.90

4,247.57

3,671.15
79.61
15.52

386.30
48.28
.63

5.10

235.24
4,758.17
1,779.33
1,700.00

47.15

1,100.00
8,712.20

1,147.15
8,105.39

606.81

13,370.46

12,851.23

519.23

2,405.22

2,032.34

372.88

4,011.10

3,609.53

404.57

672.00
16,250.00
49,437.00

672.00
15,949.06
49,436.07

300.94

500.00
500.00
Legal Adjustments, 1,700.00

1.500.00

Interest,

Recreation:
Shade Trees and
Parks,
Public Band
Concerts,
Street Lighting,

County Tax,

.93

Unclassified:

Memorial and
Armistice Days,

Publicity,

500.00
500.00
200.00

City ok Rochestkk

Land Damages,

37

38
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Miscellaneous,
Schools,

Sewerage,
Shade Trees and Parks,
Victory Day Celebration,
Sidewalk Construction,
Old Age Assistance,
Vital Statistics,
Elections,

Planning Board,
Total Departmental Credits,

5.80
225.50
1

-

,990.95
14.10
9.40

325.23
370.46
1.50

3.00
22.06

City of Rochester

Schedule

Administration:

—

3
Statement of Cash
Disbursements
DEPARTMENTAL

39

40

City Construction:
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:

City of Rochester

Schedule 4

—Real

Estate and Personal

Property
Real
Estate

Classification

City Hall,

$130,000.00

Fire Stations:
Central Station,

Cocheco Engine House,
East Rochester Station,
Tiger Engine House.
Fire Hose,
Alarm System,

20,000.00
2,000.00
6,000.00
4,000.00

Public Library,

57,000.00

Hot Top Plant,

500.00

Garages

in

Rear of City Hall, 2,500.00

Schools:

Spaulding High School, 875,000.00
Maple Street Building,
70,000.00
Allen School Building,
School Street Building,
Gonic School Building,
East Rochester Building,

Ward

House, Linden Street,

Bonney

Lot,

25,000.00
20,000.00
20,000.00
12,000.00

900.00

Farmington Road, 500.00

City Lot, Farmington Road,

325.00

McDuffee Lot, Farmington
Road,
Gravel

Hanson

Pit,

Lot,

75.00

Charles Street,

Ward

775.00

Salmon Falls

Road,

100.00

House, Wentworth

Street,

American Legion Building,
Hanson Street,

1,500.00

6,700.00

Garland Property, Green
Street, E. Rochester,

arks

41

400.00

Personal
Property
$13,65().4(;
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Schedule

6

—Statement

of

Tax Equity

Account
Balance January
Purchases,

1.

$2,662.81
1,001.29

1946,

——

Redemptions, by cash,
Transferred to Capital Accounts as per
Tax Collector's Deed,

$3,664.10

$2,675.49
20.26

$2,695.75

Balance January

Schedule

1,

7

$968.35

1947 (Exhibit C),

—Statement

of Overlay

Taxes
Debit

(1945

ACCOUNT)

of

City of Rochester

Schedule

8

—Statement
Revenues

of

45

Comparative

Annual Report
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Fuel,

City of Rochester

Schedule 10

—City

47

Hall Auditorium

RECEIPTS
Balance January

1,

$461.58

1946,

1,938.50
10.00

Rentals,
Two Sets of Tickets Sold,

$2,410.08

DISBURSEMENTS
$1,950.42

Expenses Paid,
Balance January

1,

Schedule

$459.66

1947 (Exhibit C),

11

—Dog

Depredations

RECEIPTS
Balance January 1, 1946,
Receipts, as per licenses issued,

$1,862.03
2,180.02
$4,042.05

DISBURSEMENTS
Paid to School Department,

Damages,
Expenses,

$1,862.03
90.00
220.33

$2,172.36

Balance January

1,

1947 (Exhibit C),

$1,869.69
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YEAR
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Tax

Collector

1944

DEBIT
Balance January

1,

$33.05

1946,

Interest Collected,

2.86

$35.91

CREDIT
Cash deposited

to

the

Credit

of

the

$35.91

City,

YEAR

1945

DEBIT
Balance January

Cash

in

1,

Collector's

1946,

$35,252.02

Hands January

1,

2,047.71

Added Taxes:
464.00
915.32

Polls,

Interest Collected,

$38,679.05

CREDIT
Abatements
Property,

$316.70
1,804.00
36,558.35

Polls,

Cash Deposited,

$38,679.05

YEAR

1946

DEBIT
Real Estate Commitment,
Poll

$443,904.27
12,060.00

Tax Commitment,

National Bank Stock Tax,

Added

1,424.30

Lists:

Property,
Polls,

359.70
382.00
64.94

.

Interest Collected,

$458,195.21

CREDIT
Cash Deposited

to

the

Credit

City,

Correction in Commitment,

of

the

$418,460.55
61.39

Abatements
Property,
Polls,
Cash in Collector's

Hands,

549.88
304.00
3,486.81

$422,862.63

Balance January

1,

1947,

$35,332.58
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SPECIAL POLL TAXES

YEAR

1945

DEBIT
Uncollected January 1, 1946,
Cash due State of New Hampshire Janu-

ary

1,

Added

Lists,
Interest,

$6,663.00
1,396.84
762.00
111.96

1946,
.

$8,933,80

CREDIT
Cash remitted to State of NewHampshire,
Abatements,
Cash due State of New Hampshire,

$6,035.80
2,880.00
18.00
$8,933.80
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REPORT OF THE
ROCHESTER WATER WORKS
For the Year Ending December

31, 1946

In accordance with the requirements of the Public Service
Commission of the State of New Hampshire, pursuant to the
provisions of Section 1, Chapter 153 of the Laws of 1935.

Exhibit

1

Exhibit 2

— Comparative Balance Sheets
— Statement of Operations

EXHIBIT 1— COMPARATIVE BALANCE SHEETS
ASSETS
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LIABILITIES
Increase or

1946

1947

Decrease*

CAPITAL LIABILITIES:
Municipal Investment,
$356,393.69 $354,208.69
34,000.00
Water Construction Notes, 28,000.00

$2,185.00
6,000.00*

$384,393.69 $388,208.69

$3,815.00*

Total Capital Liabilities,

Contributions in Aid of
Construction,

CURRENT

$27,952.99

$27,952.99

$120.78

$46.05

$74.73

$20.00

$35.75

$15.75*

LIABILITIES:

Accounts Payable,

ACCRUED
Accrued

LIABILITIES:
Interest,

RESERVES:
Profit

Depreciation,
and Loss,

$273,507.94 $263,803.46
42,759.78
50,552.90

$9,704.48
7,793.12

Total Liabilities,

$736,548.30 $722,806.72

$13,741.58

EXHIBIT 2— STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS

REVENUES:
Commercial

Sales,

Industrial Sales,
Hydrant Rentals,
Merchandise Sales and Job Work, Net,

Other Income,

$34,614.72
3,769.30
180.00
2,369.68
148.65
$41,082.35

Total Revenues,

OPERATING EXPENSES:
Water Supply Expenses:
Superintendence,

Water Supply Labor,
Pumping Station Labor,
Labor,
Miscellaneous Labor,
Pumping Station Supplies
and Expenses,
Purification Supplies
and Expenses,
Power Purchased,
Repairs to Water Supply
Structures and Equipment,
Purification

Total

Water Supply Expenses,

$300.00
1,061.48
1,339.50
1,522.81
12.63

53.40

340.07
783.54
358.86
$5,772.29

City of Rochester
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ROCHESTER WATER WORKS
SYSTEM
Recapitulation to January

The water system

1,

1946

consists of:

Four ponds having a submerged area of
197 acres
of water in storage,
324,000,000 gallons
Gate Houses,
3
Distribution pipe system 4-inch to 16-inch pipe laid, 239,078 feet

Amount

Number
Number
Number
Number
Number

of
of
of
of
of

hydrants,

307

89%

services metered,

standpipes,

pump

3
2
4

stations,

dams,

Chlorinating station,
Number of acres under reforestation,
Total plant assets,

1

52
$695,400.46

Brief History of the Rochester

Water Works
by George D. Dame, Superintendent

For many years Rochester, New Hampshire, had a tough
time trying to start a city water system. The first attempt was
in the early "seventies" when articles were inserted in the warrants at various annual March meetings for the purpose of supplying the town with a public water system, but the proposals
were always indefinitely postponed.
In 1877 the state legislature passed an "Act to Incorporate
the Rochester Aqueduct and Water Company" and seven citizens were chosen as incorporators for the purpose of supplying the town with water.
At the annual meeting in 1882, $1,000.00 was appropriated
for installing hydrants and laying mains on Mill and Main
After the installaStreets, East Rochester, for fire purposes.
tion was completed, the water was drawn from the river at
Cocheco Mills and supplied to the hydrants through the company's force pump to which the main was previously connected.
In the early part of the year 1885 some of the incorporators
of the Rochester Aqueduct and Water Company, and those who
recognized the necessity and the public need of an abundant
supply of water for domestic uses and for fire protection as
After some difficulty
well, began to push matters vigorously.
they succeeded in securing the requisite subscriptions for stock.
A board of six directors and a treasurer were elected.
Immediately the company began active operations. Marshall

a
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M. Tidcl of Boston was chosen consulting engineer and J. A.
Farrington, resident engineer, with the present city engineer
as assistant.

MORE SURVEYS MADE
A

careful examination of the watersheds of Round Pond
and Berry Brook showed that it was 'practical to divert both into the valley of the "Hart" Brook, construct a large reservoir
there and thus utilize the entire contributing area of both
surface of some six square miles which would provide ample
water for the present and the probable future demands of our

—

place.

location selected for the dam across the "Hart" Brook
at a point where the valley divided itself into two
branches, between which arose quite a prominence. This elevation extended a few feet above the required height of the
dam, so that fully one-third the width of the valley was provided with a dam by nature.

The

Meadow was

DAM CONSTRUCTED
A

dam, 28 feet

in height, constructed at this point, is suffurnishing a pondage of 54.3 acres. The maximum
length of the reservoir is 4,200 feet and the maximum width is
900 feet, which gives a storage capacity of about 24,000,000
cubic feet.
The gate house which was constructed contained sluice or
inlet gates for admission of the water from the reservoir, also
screen and gates for control of the waste. Main pipes were
provided at the intake.
The diversion of the Berry Brook from its natural course
to the storage reservoir necessitated the construction of a small
dam with gate chamber, sluice ways, etc. From the point of
diversion of the brook the water was conducted to the reservoir
through an open canal 1,900 feet in length.
ficient for

PURCHASE AUTHORIZED
11, 1890, a vote was passed
that the selectmen be instructed to hire on notes of the town
$200,000.00 for the purpose of supplying Rochester Village
with an adequate supply of fresh water, and that Ezra Pray,
James Farrington, Elias F. Smith, John W. Tebbetts and Albert Hayes be a committee to construct suitable water works
with full power to purchase the present water works, if deemed
advisable.
In the early part of 1891 an agreement was reached between
the committee in behalf of the city and the Rochester Aqueduct
and Water Company. In accordance with the agreement, hearings were held beginning May 12, at which evidence was introduced as to the value of the plant. The decision rendered by
the referees was that the city should pay $118,000.00.

At the annual meeting March

IMPROVEMENTS MADE
The name was changed

to Rochester Water Company, Immediately after the completion of the purchase the committee
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turned its attention to the needed improvements and extensions.
Connection was made from Round Pond to the reservoir, after
which extensions of the distribution system to East Rochester
and Gonic were laid. Later a standpipe was erected at Adams
Corner with a capacity of approximately 275,000 gallons.

The summary of the cost to January 1, 1892, is as follows:
Purchase of the Rochester Aqueduct and Water Co. $118,000.00
Construction account for 1891
Maintenance, interest and general expense
Total

60,614.57
8,601.33

$187,215.90

In 1896 the pipe line from Round Pond to the reservoir was
continued along the bottom of the reservoir, making direct connection at the gatehouse with the present supply main so that
direct connection could be made with either pond and the distribution main.

FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS
The following are some of the many improvements that
have been made to the water system from the early 1900's to
the present.
In 1907 a new 16-inch main was laid from the dam at the
reservoir to the city, a distance of 3.8 miles.
In 1924 extension of the water main was made from Main
Street, East Rochester, over the bridge into South Lebanon, Me.
Total main laid in South Lebanon, 4,205 feet, including six

hydrants

set.

In 1929 the Stevens Power Property, consisting of buildings and forty acres of land and water rights on Berry River in
Farmington, was purchased.
In 1930 a new cement reinforced concrete dam was constructed to replace the wooden one, using the same location.
The dam is 23.5 feet high and 265 feet long.
In 1934 a standpipe, capacity of 210,000 gallons, was constructed on Rochester Hill. This standpipe serves a part of the
city that cannot be reached by gravity.
A new pump station
located at the base of the hill was built and two three-inch
centrifugal pumps were installed to supply the standpipe with
water.
In 1936 a standpipe, with a capacity of 63,000 gallons, was
constructed on Salmon Falls Road and a small pump installed
in a cement pit at Adams Corner to supply this standpipe.
In 1944 a completely equipped chlorinating station for the
treatment of water used for domestic purposes was constructed
over the transmission pipes just off Washington Street. Eightynine per cent of the services are metered and Empire meters
used.

:
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REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT
OF WATER WORKS
For the Year Ending December
To the

31,

1946

Committee on Water Works:

Gentlemen

The

fifty-fifth

annual report of the Water Department

is

herewith submitted.

The source

of supply during the year: Reservoir.

Small Service Main Extensions
feet, 2-inch galvanized steel pipe.
Street, 615 feet, 2-inch galvanized steel pipe.

Chasse Street, 315

Harding

Harrison Court, 214 feet, 2-inch galvanized steel pipe.
Pearl Street, East Rochester, 202 feet, 2-inch galvanized
steel pipe.

Preston Street, 185 feet, 1^4 -inch galvanized steel pipe.
Richardson Street, 252 feet, 2 1/2 -inch galvanized steel pipe.
Richardson Street, 505 feet, 2-inch galvanized steel pipe.
Washington Street, 120 feet, 2-inch galvanized steel pipe.
Service Department

New

services laid in 1946
Services to date
Services relaid in 1946
Services turned on
Services shut off
Service leaks repaired
Main leaks repaired
Services thawed in Rochester
Services thawed in Somersworth
Services thawed in So. Lebanon, Me
Services thawed in Wolfeboro
Services thawed in Berwick, Me
Services thawed in Strafford
Services thawed in Brookfield
Services thawed in North Rochester
Culvert thawed for State Highway
Services repaired for Alton
Mains tapped for Alton
Mains tapped for Somersworth
Mains tapped for Milton
Mains tapped for Durham
Mains tapped for Meredith
Mains tapped for Dover
Cellars pumped out
Cellar -pumped out in Farmington
'

Wells pumped out

Hydrants repaired

71
2,753

23
64
48
22
2

18
5
4
8
1

2
1
1

1

2
8
1

3
1

1

2
3
1

14
4
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Hydrants painted

307

Number Hydrants

Set in 1946

Total number of hydrants
307
Rochester
226
^
East Rochester
43
Gonic
32
South Lebanon
6
All hydrants were inspected during the year and necessary
repairs made. Wet hydrants were treated during the winter
to prevent freezing.

Meter Department

New

meters set in 1946

.

.
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Buildings at Tufts Pond have been painted. Bushes ovei*
pipe lines and at dam have been cut.
Several test borings have been made for the purpose of selecting a location for the construction of a gravel wall well.
Several places are under consideration and w^ork will be started
on well as soon as conditions are favorable.
Respectfully submitted,

GEORGE

D. DAME,
Superintendent.

REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT
OF SEWERS
For the Year Ending December

31,

1946

To the Committee on Sewers:
Gentlemen: The annual report of the Sewer Department
herewith submitted:

Number
Number
Number
Number

of permits given to do plumbing in 1946
of new connections in 1946
of connections to date
of connections cleaned in 1946

Main Extension in 1946
Harrison Court, 213 feet of 6-inch Akron pipe,

.

is

29
38
2,346

35

2 manholes.

Respectfully submitted,

GEORGE

D. DAME,
Superintendent.
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REPORT OF CITY MARSHAL
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
Gentlemen I have the honor to submit for your consideration the following report of the activities of the Rochester Pofor the year ending December 31, 1946.
Department
lice
:

SUMMARY OF ARRESTS
Criminal

Abusive and derisive language
Assault
Assault with intent to rape
Accessory to larceny

1

11
1

2

Attempt
A.
A.

W.
W.

to rescue prisoner
O. L., U. S.

O. L., U. S.

1

Army

5

Navy

1

Bastardy

2

Bigamy

1

Brawl and tumult
Breaking, entering and lax'ceny
Carrying a concealed weapon
Contempt of court
Drunk and disturbing the peace
Escaped from the House of Correction
Escaped from the State Hospital
False alarm of fire
Indecent exposure
Idle person
Illegal trapping

4
3
1
1

218
2
1

3
.'.

Larceny
Larceny of automobile
Larceny by check
Lewd and lascivious cohabitation
Lewd and lascivious behaviour
Non-support
Neglect of children
Malicious destruction of property

Plumbing without a

license

Statutory rape
Suspicious person
Selling adulterated ice cream
Transporting deer out of season

Vagrant

...._.

Violation of probation

Total number of criminal arrests

1
1
2

16
3
1

3
4
9
1

2
2
1

1
1

3
2
3

314

MOTOR VEHICLE ARRESTS
Allowing an improper person to operate a motor vehicle

Driving while under the influence

3

23
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Failing to keep to the right
Inadequate brakes
Improper parking
Leaving the scene of an accident
Operating without a license
Operating after license had been revoked
Operating an uninspected motor vehicle

3
6
1

2

13
2
8

Reckless driving
Reckless driving, death resulting
Refusing to stop for an officer
Making a false statement to obtain a license

7
2
3
1

Speeding

31

Total number of motor vehicle arrests
Whole number of arrests

105
419

Arrests w^ere made by:

Rochester Police Department

365

Strafford County Sheriff
State Police
Motor Vehicle Department

6

32
5
5
6

Fish and Game Department
Milton police
Total

419
Disposition of Arrests

Appealed
Continued for sentence, or continued for sentence on

1

payment of costs
Committed to the House of Correction, exclusive of
those committed on an old mittimus
Complaint dismissed

23

Bail forfeited

4
11

Bound over
Fine and

to Superior Court
costs suspended

guilty
Paid fine and costs
Paid costs and received suspended sentence

170
51

Nol pressed

11

number brought before Municipal Court

.

Released M^ithout trial after safekeeping
Turned over to other departments
Delivered to Veterans Administration Hospital ....
Committed to State Hospital
Delivered to U. S. Army authorities
Delivered to U. S. Navy authorities
Released on order of U. S. Army
Total

number

2

3
2

Found not

Total

18

of arrests disposed of

296
100
15
1
1

4
1

1

419

Arrests are classified as:

Male
Female

405
14
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Juvenile complaints entered and not classified as
criminal arrests
Miscellaneous Activities and Data
Aids rendered (payroll escorts, etc.)
Animals disposed of
Aids to other departments (sheriff, state police, etc.)
Accidents investigated involving' injury or $25.00

damage
Accidents

investigated

22
129
36
168

176
involving

less

than

$25.00

damage

47

Deaths occurring as result of accidents
Buildings checked and found unlocked at nightime
Total complaints answered
Total number of lodgers
Number of parking tags issued
Number of parking tags issued for second offense

3
.

253
1,846

.

374
893
43

936
Total parking tags issued
$43.00
received for parking violations
The following comparisons are submitted to indicate the
increase in the volume of arrests and other activities since the
conclusion of the recent war.
1945
1946 Increase
209
314
Total arrests (criminal)
50%
105 Ap. 300%
27
Total arrests (motor vehicle)
$1,491.16
$4,808.47 Over 200%
Court receipts (gross)
I would like at this time to express my sincere appreciation
to His Honor the Mayor, the members of the Police (Committee
and the City Council for the very fine cooperation and assistance
rendered to us during the past year. I also wish to extend my
thanks to the other members of the police department for their
loyalty and devotion to duty, and to the various other Municipal,
County and State departments for their interest and assistance
with the problems of this department during the year just
ended.
Many of our neighboring cities and towns have recognized
an inci-ease in the amount of highway traffic during the past
year, and a number of them are making plans to care for this
increase, or have a plan already in operation to care for this increase in traffic. Our City is also confronted with a problem
regarding this same situation, and although we have a plan in
the process of being developed, in regard to additional parking
space, I do believe that we should have a survey made of our
business area, relative to the installation of traffic lights or
what other safety devices a traffic engineer might recommend.
Several cities of this Siate have installed parking meters during the past year, and to date report very satisfactory results,
and although parking meters are something new to this section
of the country, the apparent successful operation in other communities of these machines might be worthy of your study and
consideration.
Respectfully submitted,
K. REDDEN,
City Marshal.

Money

.

.

THOMAS

GUY SMART
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MEMORIAM

GUY SMART
March

15,

1888

— October

9,

1946

City Solicitor
A

Faithful and

Conscientious

Public

Servant.
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REPORT OF CLERK OF
MUNICIPAL COURT

To the Honorable Mayor and City Council, Rochester, N. H.:
I herewith submit a statement of the condition of the
finances of the Rochester Municipal Court as of December 31,
1946.

RECEIPTS
Cash on hand January 1, 1946
Bank balance January 1, 1946
Received from fines and fees
Received from sale of civil writs, entry
fees and executions

$98.99
45.97
4,616.04
47.47
$4,808.47

DISBURSEMENTS
Paid City Treasurer

$1,500.00
2,003.77
343.28

Motor Vehicle Department
Witnesses and other fees
Printing, supplies and stenographic
hire

172.15
238.34
463.00

Fish and Game Department
Associate justices
Bank check charges
Cash on hand December 31, 1946
Bank balance December 31, 1946

.

5.01

62.95
19.97

$4,808.47

Number
Complaints

filed

of Criminal Cases

as follows:

Local Police Department
State and County

246
52
298

Civil cases
Juvenile

70
22
92

Total number of cases

390

WALTER

C.

LAGOTTE,
Clerk.

This is to certify that I have examined the accounts of
Walter C. Lagotte, Clerk of the Municipal Court of Rochester,
for the year ending: December 31, 1946, and I find them as set
forth in the above statement with all the payments to the
Treasurer and otherwise properly receipted for, together with a
cash balance on hand of $62.95 and checking balance of $19.97.

LEONARD

C.

HARDWICK,
Special Justice.
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REPORT OF SEALER OF WEIGHTS
AND MEASURES
To the Honorable Mayor and City

Couyicil, Rochester,

N. H.:

Gentlemen I herewith submit my report for the year ending December 31, 1946.
I have inspected the scales at stores, shoe shops, grain mills,
laundries, hospital, and the Boston & Maine freight, baggage
and express scales. Also I inspected those of farmers, poultry
dealers, junk dealers and ice and coal dealers.
All gasoline pumps have been inspected and sealed.
Also
measured wood dealers' trucks.
:

Respectfully submitted,

JAMES

B.

CALLAHAN,

Sealer of Weights and Measures.

REPORT OF CHIEF ENGINEER OF
FIRE

DEPARTMENT

To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City of Rochester:

Gentlemen In rendering my report of the Fire Department
for the year ending December 31, 1946, I would state that we
have been very fortunate in not having many serious fires, but
we may not always be so fortunate, therefore it stands us in
hand to be prepared for whatever emergency may arise by having up-to-date equipment.
I will take this opportunity to recommend that the City
purchase a new 750-gallon pumping engine this year.
There were 333 alarms in the City of Rochester which consisted of 29 box alarms, 301 still alarms, 3 engineer calls, of
which there were 19 brush fires, 19 car fires, 16 ambulance
calls, 10 out of town call.?, 29 calls in East Rochester, 22 calls
in Gonic.
There were three false alarms in the City proper and nine
false alarms in East Rochester.
The estimated value of buildings damaged by fire:
:

Estimated
Insurance
Insurance
Estimated
Insurance
Insurance

value of buildings
on same
paid
value of contents
on same
paid

$176,300.00
269,300.00
31,929.20
278,150.00
357,450.00
10,476.43
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At this time I wish to express my appreciation to His Honor,
the Mayor, Members of the City Council, Committee on Fire Department, the Police Department, the Board of Deputies, and
members of the department, and to all other persons who have
rendered us help throughout the year.
Respectfully submitted,

RALPH

G.

SEAVEY,

Chief Engineer.

REPORT OF BOARD OF HEALTH
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City of Rochester:

We

hereby submit our report for the year ending December

31, 1946:

Number

of infectious or contagious diseases reported:
Scarlet fever

Mumps

4

Tuberculosis
Scabies

17
23
39

Impetigo
Pediculosis (lice)
Spinal meningitis (2 deaths)
Undulant fever

2
2
3
12

Diphtheria
Poliomyelitis
Three diphtheria clinics 76 attended.
Three tuberculosis clinics 90 attended.
Three whooping cough clinics 87 attended.
Mental hygiene clinics 103 attended.
Obstetrical clinics 79 attended.
Whole number of deaths all causes excluding
births

—

Number
Number
Number

—
—
—
—

still-

179
21
33

stillbirths

from cancer (over 18%)
deaths from tuberculosis

of deaths
of

90

244
42
20
37

Measles
Chicken pox
Whooping cough

3

14,9
Death rate per 1,000 population
We wish to call attention to the fact that cancer is the
cause of too many deaths. Early treatment is the answer.

The death rate of 14.9 per 1,000 is not the true death rate
of the City as a whole, as many out of town people are brought
to our hospital in a moribund condition.
Respectfully submitted,

CHARLES
FORREST
CHARLES

E.
L.

E.

MOORS, M. D.,
KEAY, M. D.,
GOODWIN, Health

Officer,

Board of Health.
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REPORT OF OVERSEER OF POOR
To the Honorable Mayor ami City Council of the City of Rochester:

The following- list shows the names and the amount of direct
relief furnished each applicant by the City of Rochester for the
year ending December 31, 1946:
Mrs. Clifford Bilodeau

$336.77
238.36
140.00

Alice Brock

Edna Foss
Mrs. Thomas Cullen

30.00
88.00
122.00
184.91

Mrs. Frank Hoyt
Mrs. John Demeritt
Hattie Couture
Wilfred Doyon
Mary Robichaud
Joseph Lambert
Minnie V. Clark
Philip Demeritt
Dolan E. Downs
Roger McAllister
Mrs. Louis Downing
Hazel M. Gleason
William J. Parent

7.00

247.50
189.00
26.73
144.00
625.99
97.75
9.00

20.00
119.75
171.00

John E. Durgin
Total amount for City poor

$2,797.76

—

Board and care eases children:
Bonita Brazeau
Richard and Kenneth Bernier
June, Ronald and Sally Deveau
Anita and Gladys Thibeault
Beatrice Hurd
Jacqueline Morin

Dorothy
•

Howard

Carol Cummiskey

Samuel Rogers
Total

$240.00
765.00
305.50
510.63
169.00
295.00
240.00
323.00
4.00

amount

Board and care

$2,852.13

—adults:

Albert Turmelle
Charles Page

George Carroll

Mary

....

Gilbert

Horace Glidden
Margaret Holt

Mary Amory
Eugene Authier
Total amount
Total amount for soldier's aid

'

$114.25
88.00
141.50
273.00
365.00
416.98
178.00
88.85
$1,665.58
139.44

:

:
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Office

administration,
supplies

telephone

and

of-

1,145.43

fice

Total

amount written

Amount returned on

$8,600.34

direct relief

Mrs. Frances Henderson
George H. Bowen

$295.05
20.45
326.00
60.00

Martha Deveau
Grace Garland account

10.70

Cloth
Total refund

$712.20

Net amount written for direct relief, board
and care children, adults, soldier's
aid and office administration

Amount

$7,888.14
9,100.00

of appropriation

Balance unexpended
Amount paid 25% of Old Age Assistance
Amount recovered on Old Age Assistance
Ida Grogan
Ursula Jones

$1,211.86
$12,851.60

$38.30
56.61
49.94
62.75
162.86

Nettie Saywood
George Matthews

Napoleon Forgues

$370.46

Total refund

Net amount paid

$12,481.14

Amount appropriated

for Old

Age

Assist13,000.00

ance

$518.86
$1,730.72

Balance unexpended
Total unexpended balance
Respectfully submitted,

FORREST

L.

KEAY, M.

D.,

Overseer of Poor.
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AUDITOR'S REPORT
This is to certify that the accounts of the City of Rochester,
for the year 1946, including the accounts of the School Department, the Student Activity, and the Cafeteria Account, have

been examined and approved.
J. S.

TRIPP,

For the Finance Committee.
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REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES
OF THE

ROCHESTER PUBLIC LIBRARY
1946

ROCHESTER PUBLIC LIBRARY TRUSTEES
C. WESLEY LYONS, ex-officio
J.

Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term

Stacy Tripp,

Joel W. McCrilus,

Charles W. Varney,
Robert P. Wilson,

Henry
J.

J.

Jr.

Grondin,

Levi Meader,

expires
expires
expires
expires
expires
expires

1946
1946
1947
1947
1948
1948

TREASURER
Frank

Hussey

E.

LIBRARIAN
E.

Velma Foss

ASSISTANT LIBRARIAN
M. Felice Baril

CHILDREN'S LIBRARIAN
Mary

Evans

P.

ASSISTANTS
Charlotte

Helen

B. Scott

Maude

B.

E.

Berry

Place

PART-TIME ASSISTANTS
Patricia Palmer

Florence Seavey

Gladys

C.

Bickford

AGENCIES
Marjorie W. Steadman
Lela Meader

East Rochester
Gonic

STATIONS

Amy Hutchinson

Gafney Home for the Aged

To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
Gentlemen: At a meeting of the trustees of the Rochester
Public Library, December 23, 1946, it was voted that the reports of the secretary, librarian and treasurer be presented to
the city council as the annual report of the trustees for the year
1946.
J.

STACY TRIPP,
Secretary.
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REPORT OF LIBRARIAN
To

the

Board of Trustees

of the Rochester Public Library:

Gentlemen: The fifty-third annual report of the library for
the year ending December 31, 1946, is herewith submitted.

CIRCULATION
Perhaps no department reflects the value of the library to
the residents of the city and its surrounding towns more than
the delivery desk for here we have the statistics of the circulaTotal number of books borrowed for the year is 64,938,
tion.
and of this number 45,260 were charged at the main desk. The
increase over last year is 625 and although slight it is gratifying, for every effort has been made by the attendants to satisfy
the many tastes of the readers and make selections for them if
doubtful of a choice. And this is a risk for any library worker
with the present flavor of the majority of post-war books. This
brings the circulation per capita to 5.4 and per registered borrower to 21.7.

READING ROOM
The number

of readers counted during the year also shows
an increase, 1,055 over the total of last year. This room during the year had a complete transformation of book stock. All
the bound volumes of periodicals except those of the last ten
years were transferred to the permanent files in the basement
for reference use and 1,200 books from the stack room were selected and placed on the shelves, arranged according to what
we considered subject appeal to the readers. For the most part
these books are non-fiction and cover twenty-eight subjects,
each shelf being labeled for ready selection. But we also gave
a thought to that ever increasing number of mystery story fans
and devoted six sections to popular stories of that nature, as
well as six sections of western stories and three of historical
romances. This change has greatly supplemented the regular
display of seven-day books, novels and new non-fiction which
have been on the shelves in the delivery room. There are now
seventy-six paid subscriptions to the most popular periodicals
and newspapers and sixty-nine gift and complimentary subscriptions, these issues being placed on the tables and racks in
The
this room during the first hour after opening each day.

many

favorable comments from the readers have made the countunpaid hours work of the librarian and two as-

less over-time,

sistants

seem worth while.

REFERENCE ROOM
room provides only eight seating places at
the table, 2,040 students have been counted here and 539 reference questions requiring individual help have been handled. The
various reference and hand-books are as up-to-date as the budget permits. The interest from the eight funds has made it
Although

this
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possible to

buy a new dictionary, "Who's Who" and four

vol-

umes of "Current Biography"; all expensive material. At the
beginning of the year we pledged ourselves to help the returning veterans by providing all material possible for the small
library to answer their questions and supply their needs. Two
of the latest and best guides to schools purchased have been
constantly used and the 150 professional and industrial monographs have served to give the background for that increasing
change of trade or employment. But with all foresight we
could not cope with the variety of queries, from the management of the night club to the sexing of chickens, and forty-five
books have been borrowed from the State Library. This service is appreciated by the library worker as well as by the public
for the books are understandingly selected, promptly sent and
may be kept for a month with the only requirement the payment of postage one way and prompt return on the date due.
The work with the school students in this room is always inspiring and wish it were possible to distinguish the number using the room but adult as well as school student share the
same reference room. A refresher course in reference work
held in Concord in June by Miss Wickersham of the Springfield
City Library Association was attended by the librarian and
assistant librarian.

CHILDREN'S ROOM
During the year 249 volumes have been purchased for this
room and their selection and distribution are of the utmost importance. The librarian in charge is fully aware of the responsibility to Rochester's future citizens and spares no time
or thought when helping the young folks to find "a story about
a deer" or to locate that book which "Dad said he read about
the poor boy who became famous." The born reader from this
department can select his ov^Ti books but there are countless
children whose tastes must be developed with much mind reading by the librarian. National Dog Week was observed with
all dog books placed on special tables for borrowing and a display of miniature dogs which delighted the children and some
One hundred new books were on a preview table for
adults.
New Book Week and on the last day were ready for cii'culation.
Perhaps our greatest demand during the year has been for preprimers, primers and first year readers, reflecting, we hope, a

—

larger

number

of real lovers of reading to follow.

FILES

A

twelve-drawer, legal size, oak file was delivered in September, ordered the previous November and worth waiting for.
This is to be used as an information file of all pamphlet material, clippings, authors and maps and will supplement the
book material in the reference work. On current topics the
only material is often brought out in pamphlet form, sometimes
a year or more elapsing before that information is formulated
into books.
And today more than ever, with the United Nations, Security Council, etc., such information is invaluable and
must be readily available. A steel file of the same size is needed
Four hundred twenty-six picin the basement for pictures.
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tures circulated during the year and much
in this department the coming year.
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work should be done

RECORDS
In January a small safe was bought for the office and for a
short time will provide necessary protection for the records of
the Board of Trustees, records of expenditures and accession
The amount of bookkeeping involved in the ordering of
books.
939 books and the accessioning and shelf-listing of the 1,110
books added, and the record of expenditures in the various departments is a full time job. Once our appropriation was allowed for the year and our budget adopted we determined to
follow it scrupulously, and the balance shown in the financial
report is the amount allotted at the beginning of the year for
the refinishing of two basement rooms and furniture for the
It was voted by the Board that both items be destaff room.
ferred until such time as prices and qualities reach a more
normal level. Therefore such balance will be carried forward
for the purpose intended.

AGENCIES
East Rochester, in charge of Miss Steadman, has circulated
1,678 Rochester books, and Gonic, in charge of Mrs. Meader,
gave out 1,639 books to June 1st. At that time, after five successful years in charge, Mrs. Meader felt compelled to resign
and since that time no agency in Gonic has been maintained.
Thirty-five books each month are sent to the Gafney Home for
the Aged and Mrs. Hutchinson reports that they are very much
enjoyed.

DISPLAYS AND EXHIBITS
The library has been more interesting because of the many
displays and exhibits during the year. Those arranged by the
library have been noted in the local papers and will only speak
The disat this time of those loaned by friends of the library.
play of forty-four photographs of the signing of the Japanese
surrender loaned by Richard Cooper; the art exhibit by George
Scott, watercolor and oil paintings of French and English rural
scenes and the display of winning photographs from "Camera"
arranged by Mr. Lennon and Mr. Nelson.
;

GIFTS

We

to convey our appreciation personally
fine gifts this year and at this time we wish to

have attempted

for the many
The list' of same is on file at the library
publicly thank you.
and the statistical report again gives the figures.

STAFF
Our work schedule has been severely hampered during

the
entire year with absenteeism, leaves of absence and resignations.
The long lapses between resignations and replacements have
been a mental as well as physical strain on the remaining stafi"
members but through their loyalty to the public, their cooperation with the librarian and their willingness to work hours of

:

:
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over-time with no remuneration

we have

not curtailed in our

service to the readers.

Resignations
Hazel L. Davis, March 15, 1946
Florence Seavey, September 3, 1946
Patricia Palmer, November 5, 1946

Appointments

Maude

B. Place, April 29, 1946
Gladys C. Bickford, vacation assistant, June
Patricia Palmer, August 19, 1946

3,

1946

To attempt to teach three untrained, inexperienced workers
during a period of nine months to some degree of efficiency is a
serious problem and a minimum of reflection will enlighten anyone on this important matter. Operating a library is much
more complex than merely stamping cards and loaning books.
It is an exact science and it also means, in this particular library, trying to impart a working knowledge of 41,928 books.

CONCLUSION
of the Board of Trustees I am indebted
for their understanding of our problems, their advice and counTo the members of the staff I wish to express deep appresel.
ciation for extraordinary work under difficult conditions.

To the members

Respectfully submitted,
E.

VELMA

FOSS,
Librarian.

December

23, 1946.

STATISTICAL REPORT FOR THE YEAR
Population served (1940 census)
Number of days open during the year
Closed all legal holidays and Sundays.
Hours of opening:
Week-days, 2:00 to 8:00 P. M., excepting Satururdays, 2:00 to 9:00 P. M.

1946
12,012

302

BOOKS
Volumes

in library

January

Acquired during 1946:
By purchase

By

1946

41,374

939
171

gift

Total

1,

additions

1,110

42,484

Withdrawn during 1946:

Worn

out
Obsolete

."

155
385

City of Rochester
15

Lost or destroyed by patrons
Destroyed at East Rochester agency
Total

77

.

1

556

withdrawals

Books in library January 1, 1947
Unaccessioned volumes in Franklin McDuffee Room

41,928
1,836

PERIODICALS
Magazines and Newspapers:
Library subscriptions placed for 1946
Gift and complimentary subscriptions
.

76
69

145

Total periodicals for year

REGISTRATION
during year including 51
subscribers
Borrowers registered during year including 51
out-of-town subscribers
Total number of borrowers

Borrowers registered
ou1>of-town

727
727
2,987

CIRCULATION
From

the

main library:

Adult

45,260

Children's

16,361

Total from main library

61,621

Through East Rochester agency
Through Gonic agency

1,678
1,639

Total through agencies
Total circulation for year
Circulation per capita
Circulation per registered borrower

3,317
64,938
5.4

21.7

Circulation by Classes

Fiction
Juvenile

Biography
Periodicals

General Works
Philosophy
Religion
Sociology
Philology
Science

Useful Arts
Fine Arts
Literature
History
Total

Main

East

Library

Rochester

32,210
12,736
2,069
6,013

1,264

407
192
294
790
70
589

1

1,231
1,071
1,167
2,832

6
8
4
15

10

1,238
1,084
1,173
2,857

61,621

1,678

1,639

64,938

366
6

Gonic
316
1,053
12

226
1

6

7

3
5
1

5
2

Total
33,790
14,155
2,087
6,239

408
193
300
800
70
544
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Number

of books, periodicals and pamphlets charged
for use in the library
Number of pictures circulated
Number of volumes issued to teachers for school work
Number of volumes used by students for required

2,083

426
781
1,100

reading

Readers

Number

of readers

and students counted:

Adult

7,923
3,889

Children
Total for year

11,812

Work
Number

of volumes:

Selected and purchased
Classified

939

and catalogued

1,110

Rebound
Repaired at library
Selected and prepared for agencies
Notices sent for overdue books
Books sent for by messenger
Books and pamphlets borrow^ed from State Library
Reserve postals sent
Periodicals and pamphlets filed
Volumes transferred to basement
Catalogue cards made or revised (approximately)
Books re-catalogued

100
16,706
1,658

698
5

45
2,205
3,514

919
8,900
1,709

Gifts
60 volumes, 291 pamphlets, 172 periodicals, 69 subscriptions, 1
map, 10 pictures, 2 framed pictures, 3 document reproductions, 1 sheet music, $5.00, flowers and printing.

FINANCIAL REPORT FOR
Amount

1946

money on hand January 1, 1946
Received from Rochester Woman's Club

$25.53
17.00

of

Received from Mary G. Worthley
Received from fines and other sources

Turned over

to city

5.00
1,000.33

$1,047.86
$960.00
87.86

treasurer

Balance on hand

$1,047.86

Respectfully submitted,
E.

VELMA

FOSS,
Librarian.

December

23, 1946.
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BEQUESTS
John McDuffee Annex Fund
Samuel D. Felker Fund
Charles and Aroline Greenfield Fund
John Greenfield Fund
John Hanscam Fund
Jennie Farrington Annex Fund
Sarah E. Varney Fund
Olive Maria Woodward Fund

$5,000.00
5,000.00
5,000.00
5,000.00
5,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
199.42
$27,199.'42

PUBLIC LIBRARY RECEIPTS
Balance January

1,

1946

$778.62
10,700.00
675.00
960.00

City of Rochester, appropriation
Interest on invested funds
E. Velma Foss, fines and sundry receipts

$13,113.62

EXPENDITURES
Books

$1,887.01
310.72
97.71
436.63
354.08
289.82
38.25
54.28
376,79
145.00
8,453.66
669.67

Periodicals
BindingPrintino:, supplies, incidentals
Furniture and repairs
Lighting and supplies

Telephone
Insurance
Fuel
Expenses of Gonic agency
Salaries

Balance on hand

$13,113.62
F. E.

HUSSEY,
Treasurer.

I

have examined the receipts and expenditures of the finan-

cial reports of the librarian, E. Velma Foss, and the treasurer,
Frank E. Hussey. I find them correctly cast and properly

vouched.
J.

STACY TRIPP,

Secretary of the Board of Trustees.
Rochester, N. H., December 23, 1946.

Annual Report of the

SCHOOL BOARD OF THE CITY OF
ROCHESTER
For the Year Ending: December

School Board

—City

31,

1946

of Rochester

As Organized for 1946
Chairman, HON.

Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

Wesley Lyons

C.

Owe— Ralph

H. Harrison, Robert P. Wilson.
A. Clifford Mortimer, Bernard Grassie.

—
— Sumner W. Watson, Eugene Cartier.
Four— Richard Larochelle, Leo E. Beaudoin.
Five — Victor Cardosi, Robert D. Marsh.
Six— Norman
Raitt, Charles P. Daley.
Two

Three

J.

STANDING COMMITTEES,
FiTtance

— Mayor,

1946

Watson, Marsh.

Teachers and Salaries

— Daley,

Wilson.

Cardosi,

Moi'timer,

Beaudoin,

—

and Siipplies Mortimer, Daley, Larochelle.
Schoolhonses and Grounds Marsh, Raitt, Harrison.

Studies, Textbooks

—

—

Transportation Cardosi, Grassie, Beaudoin.
Vocational Ti-aining Raitt, Harrison, Cartier.

—

School Board

—City

As Organized
Chairman, Hon.

Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

One

— Robert

P. Wilson,

Two— Bernard

C.

of Rochester

for 1947

Wesley Lyons

Norman

L. Bickford.

Grassie, A. Clifford Mortimer.

r/iree— Eugene Cartier, Mary A. Hamel.
Leo E. Beaudoin, Richard P. Larochelle.
Five Robert D. Marsh, Albert C. Hervey.
Six Charles P. Daley, J. Hervey Edg^rly.

—
—
—

Four
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STANDING COMMITTEES,

—
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1947

Finance Mayor, Marsh, Beaudoin.
Teachers and Salaries Marsh, Mortimer,

—

Larochelle.

Studies, Textbooks and Supplies

Hervey,

Bickford,

—

Mortimer, Wilson, Hervey.
Schoolhouses and Grounds Edgerly, Bickford, Beaudoin.
Transportation Grassie, Daley, Hamel.
Vocational Training Wilson, Grassie, Cartier.

—

—

—

SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS AND
SECRETARY TO THE BOARD
Harold
Office at City Building.

on school days.

T.

Rand

Office

Hours: 4:00 to 5:00 P. M.

Residence, 3 Brook Street.

SECRETARY TO THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Myrtle
Office

Hours: 8:00

L.

Cheney

to 11:30 A. M., 1:00 to 5:00 P.

school days.

ATTENDANCE OFFICER
C.

Edward Goodwin

M. on

REPORT OF
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
To the Rochester School Board:
I hereby submit my fourth annual report as superintendent
of the Rochester schools, this being the fifty-fifth in the series of
such reports. In it I have attempted to cover those matters
concerning the Rochester schools which are of general public
interest.
Appended are the reports of the headmaster of
Spaulding High School and the school nurse,

POST-WAR PROBLEMS
In this post-war period in which we find ourselves a number
of perplexing problems face us in our administration of the
Rochester schools. While it is true that they are similar to
those facing boards of education throughout the nation, this
fact does not make them any less significant to us.
One, and
probably the most pressing of these, is the difficulty of properly
staffing our schools, since upon such staffing depends the quality of the educational offering which we provide for our chilThe solution of this problem is dependent upon the willdren.
ingness of our people: first, to pay sufficient salaries to teachers
to insure that able young people will train for the profession;
second, to give to teaching the social prestige and respect which
is its due.
Locally, we must do our fair part in the solution of
this problem if we are to avoid the very real dangers inherent
in education by incompetents.

Another of the problems confronting us is in the field of
school finance, being closely allied to the first as teachers' salaries are the major item in any school budget.
School costs have
mounted rapidly in the past year. Teachers' salaries have increased to some extent, and will probably increase sharply in
the coming year. With the passing of the O. P. A. costs of
school supplies, textbooks, and items of new equipment have
risen to new highs.
The cost of maintenance and repairs has
shown a proportionate increase. If we are to continue to maintain our schools at a reasonable standard, we must expect to increase our financial support of them by a considerable amount
either through an increase in the local property tax rate or by
means of an increase in state taxes to be siphoned back to the
community.

Another problem which has become surprisingly important
concerns high school athletics. Granted the value of competitive athletics to growing boys, the support given to and the interest shown in the high school teams by the general public is
perplexing and somewhat embarrassing to those entrusted with
It is necessary for us to
the education of these young people.
recognize that athletics must play a subordinate part in any
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Well coached teams which win a reasonable number of their games contribute greatly to school

sound plan of education.

morale and aflFord a thrilling experience to the few fortunate
enough to play, and to the many who have the opportunity to
watch. In so far as the student body in general is concerned,
however, it must be realized that a sound academic and vocational program plus a well rounded program of physical education
far exceeds in educational value the competitive interscholastic
Let us, as adults in the community responsible for
the education of the young people, maintain a rational attitude
toward high school athletics.

program.

SCHOOL PERSONNEL
While there was

little change in the elementary school enrollment of the Rochester public schools in September of 1946
compared with those of the same month in 1945, the enrollment
at Spaulding High School showed a marked increase.
On the
opening day of school 922 pupils, one less than on the opening
day in 1945, were registered, but this number soon increased to
987 including 972 pupils in grades seven through twelve and
fifteen
post-graduate students. Among this number were
twenty-eight veterans, who, it is gratifying to note, have attacked their school work with a seriousness of purpose which
does them credit. In order to accommodate the large enrollment it has been necessary to make double use of the special
rooms at the school, and to use two rooms for classrooms which
were designed for conference rooms.

Comparative enrollment
High,
Allen,

School Street,

Maple

Street,

Gonic,
East Rochester.

statistics follow:

1945
923
153
162
147
118
187
1,690

The

Number

Number
Number
Number
Number

1946
922
141
166
169
110
178
1,686

school census returns for 1946 follows:
children, 5-16, boys, 1,073; girls, 1,008, total
children, 5-16, not in school
children, 5-16, in school
children registered in public schools, 5-16
children in parochial schools, 5-16

..

2,081

90
1,991
1,402

684

Twenty-five changes were made in the teaching staff of the
Rochester schools during 1946. Since we have a total of but
sixty-nine teachers on our faculties, these figures emphasize the
critical condition existing in the teaching field and point to the
necessity of our taking steps to insure the retention in our system of a reasonable percentage of our teaching force. It is
quite obvious that the maintenance of desirable educational
standards in our schools can hardly be expected if such a turnover in teaching personnel continues. In this respect it should
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also be noted that seven
staff are certified only by

members of our high school teaching
means of "War Emergency" permits.

A continued interest in professional growth has been evidenced by members of the Rochester teaching staff. During
the year a considerable number of Rochester teachers vi^ere enrolled in a Harvard-Boston University extension course "Teaching Skills in the Elementary Grades," offered through the joint
efforts of the superintendents of the Portsmouth, Dover, and Rochester schools. Mr. Cotton and I attended Saturday courses at
Harvard University Graduate School of Education, and five
teachers attended summer sessions.

A

list

January

1,

of teachers w^ho have left the Rochester system since
1946, and a list of their replacements follow:

Subjects or

Name

School

City of Rochester

High
William Robbins
Gonic
Helen G, MacLeod
High
John Palmer (Sub)
Winnifred Cotton (Sub)
School St.

Harry W. Arnold

High

Helene Blanchard School St.
Doris Buswell
Arline Daley
E. Rochester
Hig-h
John G. Doukas
High
Walter I. Fovv^ler, Jr.
High
Edward H. Herlin
High
Rachel Kendrick
Gonic
Helen Marison
High
Helen G. MacLeod
Louise E. Maxam Maple St.
Belle T. Morse E. Rochester
Gonic
Alice Palmer

Edith Ricker

School St.

Elizabeth L. Bedard
Marion B. Abbott
Theodore H. Ayer

Anne

B.

Worden

High
High
High
High

85
Science, Grs. 7-8

April 29
April 2!)

May

13

May

20

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

4

Grade

G

Science, Grs. 7-8

Grade

G

Elec, Mech. Draw.

Grade

4

1

4

Music Supervisor

4
4
4
4
4

"Grade 4
Physics, Civics
Science, Grs. 7-8

Chemistry
Science, Grs. 7-8

Grade 1
Eng. 7-8
Grade 5
Grade 1
Grades 2-3
Grade 6

4

History.,

4

4
4
4
4

English

Nov. 18

December 30
December 30
December 30

Commercial
Physics, Civics
Latin, English

The Spaulding High School cafeteria staff remained intact
during the year and there were but two changes in janitors in
the schools, Mr. Arthur Palmer was elected as janitor at Spaulding High School replacing John Nixon who was assigned to
Gonic School. Because of ill health Mr. Fred Hanscom, for
many years janitor at the latter building, was granted a leave
of absence.

ADMINISTRATION
In accordance with a recommendation contained in my annual report for 1946 three department heads were appointed at
Spaulding High School for the 1946-1947 school year. They
are Mrs. Irene Wight, English; Mrs. Helen Chase, social studies;

and Mr. Theodore

Lylis,

mathematics and

science, all of

whom

are well qualified to assume the responsibilities of their offices,
the first two having received master's degrees in their respective fields, and the last having very nearly completed the requirements for that degree. Their efforts in the direction of
providing continuity and coordination of subject matter, together with those of Mr. Harold Hanson who continues as head
of the industrial arts department, have done much to improve
Their recommendations
the educational offering of the school.
concerning curricula changes, contained in a series of excellent
reports, warrant careful consideration.
In the administration of the Rochester schools it has been
my policy to follow democratic procedure in as far as it is
The participation of teachers, building principals,
practicable.
and other school department personnel has been encouraged in
the formation of school policies, the development of the budget,the selection of textbooks, and in the improvement of curricula.
The response has been uniformly excellent, and the intelligent
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interest and cooperation of these staff members have made for
the maintenance and improvement of the standard of the Rochester schools.

The six-year junior high school as an administrative unit
poses a problem vi^hich has confounded educators throughout the
country. Although the so-called 6-6 division seems theoretically
sound because of the added opportunities it offers to seventh and
eighth grade pupils in departmental w^ork under subject matter
specialists in home economics, shop vv^ork, and physical education, nevertheless, there develops in actual practice what may be
called a social problem.
The junior high school pupils, in many
cases, develop undesirable social attitudes not found in similar
pupils under the older and more familiar 8-4 administrative
There is a tendency on their part to ape the mannerisms
plan.
of their senior high associates and practice these mannerisms
w^ithout the limitations which result from added maturity. There
also seems to be among these pupils a feeling that they are
merely waiting until they become full-fledged high school puRecognizing that these young people are at the most impils.
pressionable stage in their school careers when there is need for
direction of their seemingly limitless energy and enthusiasm, it
will be understood that the situation outlined above does not
make for good school citizenship nor for good community citizenship.
It is my belief that this problem is capable of solution
through the development of a "school within a school" where
the junior high school group is a part of the whole, and yet has
sufficient activities of its own to develop an "esprit de corps"
within the group, and a sense of responsibility and feeling of
"belonging" in the individual. A suggested procedure in carrying out such a plan includes the appointment of an administrative officer to serve in a capacity which might be designated as
"assistant in charge of the junior high school." His responsibility would be to carry out the purposes indicated above.

A beginning based on this reasoning has been made at
Spaulding High School. A Junior High School Student Counhas been organized with Mr. Walter Fowler as adviser. This
group has planned and carried out a series of social activities
exclusively for the junior high school, and has considered problems of general interest to this group. A junior high school
basketball team of seventh and eighth grade boys is playing a
Plans for the fuschedule of games with outside opponents.
ture include the gradual broadening of activities to be made
group
cultivation
available to this
and the
of a sense of responcil

sibility for individual

and

collective citizenship

among

its

mem-

bers.

CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
of the secondary school in America is in a
period of change, a reversion from the current free elective
system, to a system pointing toward the development in all pupils of those common bonds of understanding essential to the
perpetuation of our society. This change has presently been

The curriculum
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emphasized

in two penetrating studies, one by Harvard University called "General Education in a Free Society," the other
"Education for All American Youth" by the Educational Poli-

cies Association.
It is the contention of these reports that the
curriculum of our secondary schools should be revised to include a core of common learnings required of all pupils in the
fields of English and the social studies, plus a modification of
the free elective system based upon a careful selection of those
courses preparatory to a vocational choice made by the individual under guidance and in accord vv^ith the results of a careful
testing of aptitude and ability.

my

It is

recommendation that we in Rochester carefully
work toward the incorporating of
High School program.

consider these reports and

their findings into our Spaulding

For the 1946-47 school year the curriculum at Spaulding
High School has been strengthened through the reoffering of
shop physics and shop mathematics. This procedure was made
possible by our ability to staff again in its entirety the teaching
personnel of the industrial arts department. Also, the addition of these courses was effected by the unification and coordination of subject matter resulting from the work of the
department heads.
In the primary grades, the basic reading system has been
extended through the fourth grade, a step toward a solution of
the reading problem which is the plague of most modern public
school systems; new science books have been purchased for
grades one, five, and six; and new spelling books have been
adopted for the elementary grades and installed in grades two,
three, and four in an effort to overcome the spelling weakness
evidenced in the achievement tests given during the last school
In September of 1947 the new spelling and science books
year.
will be made available in all of the elementary grades.

As is the case in all forward looking school systems we are
constantly studying our instructional methods and procedures.
With the adoption three years ago of a new basic reading system for our elementary schools we embarked on an experiment
in the teaching of reading, that most of important of skills.
We feel that the results attained should do much to overcome the
reading difficulties encountered at all grade levels. To insure
that every pupil has a sound grounding in reading in the early
elementary grades we have, in fact, abandoned the grade diviAlthough pupils are prosion of subject matter in this field.
moted from grade to grade in the usual manner, their progress
in reading is determined by their individual abilities rather than,
as in the past, the average ability of the class. It is our judgment that this experiment will, as it is tested by time, prove
successful.

In the high school we are pressing for a recognition of individual differences in pupil ability by the teachers in their establishment of class standards and in their subject matter assignments. Under the system of secondary education which
has grown naturally out of our society it has become almost
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mandatory that the secondary school provide an educational
offering adapted to the capacities of all of the young people between the ages of fourteen and eighteen. With this fact understood it becomes clear that it is no longer possible, as it was
in earlier times, to set an arbitrary standard and eliminate all
those pupils who did not achieve this standard. It follows,
therefore, that if the arbitrary standard to which all pupils
must attain is not feasible, an individual standard based on the
capacity of the individual pupil is the only alternative. And
this individual standard implies a provision for individual differences as a basis of instructional procedure.
Visual aids continue to play an important part in the instructional program at Spaulding High School.
Some fifty moving picture films including practically all subject fields were
used in classes at the school as well as numerous film strips.
The visual aids program in the elementary schools particularly
as it concerns the use of moving pictures and film strips, has not
come up to expectation, however. There seem to be three reasons for this: first, the unfamiliarity of the teachers with the
materials available; second, the procedural difficulties which
accompany the setting up of machines and screens; and third,
the lack of availability of the moving picture machine and
films at the proper time in the subject matter sequence. The
purchase of an additional sound moving picture machine made
during this year and the gradual familiarization of the teachers with the materials available should, to some extent, remedy
these weaknesses.

To date we have arrived at no feasible solution of the problem of establishing special classes for pupils unadapted to the
regular work of the schools. Difficulties of location and transportation and the lack of trained teachers have prevented the
carrying out of this project which we have had under consideraIt is essential, however, that we do
tion for the last two years.
not permit this problem to escape our attention and that we
continue to work toward its solution.
In my annual report for last year I pointed out the values
to be derived from a course in "Distributive Education" not only
by those high school pupils enrolled in the course but also by
local merchants to whom the services of the instructor or coordinator would be available. The course is federally aided
and has been established in practically every city in New Hampshire.
I again recommend the addition of this course to our
high school curriculum.

HEALTH
The health program

in the Rochester schools is

based on

in-

dividual pupil examinations by the school doctor and the school
nurse and the curriculum offering of health as a subject in the
elementary grades and health and physical education in the
junior and senior high school grades.
this effort is the federally aided lunch proof which, at low cost, balanced meals are served
Spaulding High School cafeteria, hot lunches

Supplementing

gram by means
to pupils at the
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all of the elementary schools, and bottled milk at
than cost is provided in all of the schools. Some idea of the
extent of the program can be gained from the fact that in a
normal week some 4,000 meals and lunches are served in the
Rochester schools. Underprivileged children are provided
lunches free of charge.

are served in
less

Through the cooperation
clinic is

of the Rochester dentists a dental

provided for children

who could not otherwise

afford

dental care.

ADULT EDUCATION
Once again this year the adult education program has not
resulted in any considerable public I'esponse.
Classes were offered in Citizenship English, machine shop, woodworking, mechanical drawing, sewing, typewriting and shorthand, and recreation groups in volleyball, basketball, and women's physical
education. It was only in sewing, typewriting, shorthand, and
basketball that there were sufficient registrants to warrant or-

Two classes in sewing, one in typewriting, one in
shorthand and two basketball groups are meeting once weekly.
The full employment which we are experiencing may possibly
be a factor in the lack of public response to the offerings of the
ganization.

more serious nature.

THE PHYSICAL PLANT
It

has proved more

difficult in

the year 1946 to carry out

repair and improvement plans for the physical plant than in
any year during the war. The most ordinary materials have
been unobtainable, and the services of competent contractors secured only with great difficulty. While the program of repairs
and improvements set up by the Committee on Schoolhouses
and Grounds in the spring of 1946 has not been entirely completed, it can be reported that Rochester school buildings are
generally in very good condition.

During 1946 at Spaulding High School the bleachers on
the athletic field were painted and oiled and the score board repainted; the suite and room 214 were repainted, as wei-e the
metal partitions in the boys' toilet rooms. Cabinets were installed in the athletic supply room; a shed was constructed to
house waste barrels, and the machine shop floor was sealed.
Part of the interior paint work was "touched up," and the work
on the copper roof border to be installed at the rear of the
building was half completed. At Gonic School a complete interior paint job was done by the janitors during the summer
The janitors also sealed the floors at Maple Street
vacation.
School and School Street School, painted the toilet rooms, steps
and porches at East Rochester School and at Allen School, and
painted the ceilings in grades five and six at the Allen School.
Radiators were installed in the grade four room at School Street
School and in the lunch room at the East Rochester School;
also the flat roofs at this latter school were roof-coated and the
valleys, damaged by the June hail storm, were repaired.
While one and possibly two of our elementary buildings
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need to be replaced in the next few years, we are fortunate
that all of our buildings are in sufficiently good condition to
postpone a building program until the cost of labor and materials is reduced.

will

Under the supervision of the Committee on Schoolhouses
and Grounds extensive community use of the school plant has
been encouraged. The gymnasium of the Maple Street School
has been made available to student and adult groups organized
under the auspices of the Community Activities Association;
the facilities of Spaulding High School have been used for adult
recreational and educational groups meeting weekly; also, the
Sunset Baseball League has enjoyed the athletic field for its
summer games. At the present writing the Maple Street School
gymnasium is open from 4:30 to 6:00 p. m. daily to the fifth
and sixth grade basketball groups and evenings to the junior
high school varsity basketball squad. The Spaulding High
School gymnasium is in use every afternoon and evening, except
Saturdays and Sundays, either for regular school activities or
for recreation groups.

FINANCE
Because of conditions familiar

to

all

of

us school costs

have mounted rapidly in the past few years and promise to increase even more sharply in the next few years ahead. Teachers' salaries, which reflect the rising cost of living and the
shortage of teachers, are some sixty percent higher than they
were ten years ago. All other school costs have increased, if not
proportionately, at least to a significant degree. The fact of
increased costs must be faced by the taxpayers of the community. If we are to continue to offer to our children a quality
of education comparable to that provided in neighboring states
and in other cities of our own state, we must accept the burden
of higher taxes.

Whether these higher taxes should be in the nature of an
increase in the local property tax, or of state revenues returned
to the communities by the state as school aid, is a question which
the Legislature must decide.
Under the plan for financial aid
proposed by the State Board of Education the City of Rochester
would receive $34,000.00 from state revenues; another plan
which will be proposed by the interim committee appointed by
the last Legislature to make a survey of New Hampshire education, would make available to Rochester three or four times
that amount if my information is correct. In either case Rochester schools could be maintained at their present standard
with little or no increase in the local property tax.
Evidence that Rochester school costs are not excessive is
contained in the following comparison of our per pupil expenditures with the state average for the various items included in
the school budget.
1945-46
State
Rochester Average

Administration

$4.13

$7.25
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74.44
17.72
8.96
3.12

81.77
17.53
20.87

Total Current
Buildings and Equipment
Debt and Interest

$108.37

$129.21

3.9G
0.00

3.46
6.57

Total Per Pupil

$112.33

$139.24

Instruction

Operation and Maintenance
Auxiliary Agencies
Fixed Charges

1.79

In concluding this report I wish to express my appreciation
to the members of the Rochester School Board of 1946 and to
the members of the School Department staff for the high degree of interest and the cooperative attitude which they have
exhibited in their approach to Rochester school problems.

Respectfully submitted,

HAROLD

T.

RAND,

Superintendent of Schools.

REPORT OF HEADMASTER OF
HIGH SCHOOL
January

24,

1947

Mr. Harold T. Rand
Superintendent of Schools
Rochester,

New Hampshire

Dear Mr. Rand:
I

hereby submit

my

report as headmaster of Spaulding

High School.

ENROLLMENT
Spaulding High School enrollment still continues to grow
There is a total of 98
as is shown by comparative figures.
more pupils than in 1944 and 26 more than last year, not counting our post-graduates.

: :

:
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brary for its rightful purpose and to make more efficient use of
the services of our librarian, Mrs. Marion Underbill, we have
tried, in as far as has been possible, to schedule study-pupils
elsewhere.

SUBJECT ENROLLMENT
Our enrollment by

classes has shifted slightly.

The

per-

sonnel of Latin, algebra, and geometry classes has decreased by
about twenty-five percent. A new course in general mathematics probably accounts for the drop of enrollment in our algebra classes. Because colleges and schools of nursing are
eliminating Latin requirements may be one of the reasons why
fewer students are electing Latin as a school subject at the
present time.

There is approximately a fifty percent increase in the number of those students taking typewriting but the stenography
classes remain their usual sizes.
In general, the
elected this year.

Social

Sciences

have been more largely

There is not much change in the enrollment in the Physical
Sciences or the Home Economics departments.

The Art enrollment has increased to such an extent that
we had to ask two other teachers to assist Mrs. Day Spaulding
Mrs. Edith Piper and Mrs. Mary Rhodes are now
this year.
helping with seventh and eighth grade Art.

The subject enrollment table follows: Enrollments for last
year, 1945-46, are in parentheses.
Subject

Numbers

Languages
English

French
Latin

683
135
69

(643)
(130)
(94)

Mathematics
General Mathematics
Algebra
Geometry
2nd Course Algebra
Aeronautics

36
112
77
67

(0)

15

(156)
(100)
(15)
(23)

68
68
87
39
45
32
22
34

(71)
(51)
(66)
(18)
(57)
(15)
(39)
(36)

Commerce
Junior Business Training

Bookkeeping
Typewriting 1
Typewriting 2
Stenography 1
Stenography 2
Office

Practice

Business Organization

:
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Social Sciences:

Economics
U. S. History
M. E. History

33

History of Civilization

Community

Civics

Sociology and Commercial

Law

Sciences
Physical Geography

Physics

Chemistry
Biology
Industrial Arts:

Cabinet Shop
Electric Shop, V2 year
Mechanical Drawing, V2 year

Auto Shop 5
Machine Shop 5
Mechanical Drawing
Machine Shop 6
Auto Shop 6
Cabinet Shop 6

6

Home Economics:
Textiles and Clothing

Foods and Nutrition

The Home
The Family
Art
Physical Education

680

(643)

ADMINISTRATION
we have the
Mr. Harold Hanson

This year

assistance of six department heads:

— Industrial Arts
*Mr. Theodore Lylis — Mathematics and Science
*Mrs. Helen Chase — Social Sciences
*Mrs, Irene Wight— English
Mr. Walter Mirey— Athletics
Mr. John McGrail — Physical Education
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CAFETERIA
think we have reached the peak in cafeteria patronage as
we are now serving between 700 to 800 every day.
We had to increase our hot plate price to seventeen cents
this year, our sandwiches to eight cents, and milk to six cents.
However, we continue to receive the government subsidy which
enables us to serve meals at a relatively low cost.
I

We have been able to obtain ice cream sandwiches and ice
cream cups a fact which materially aids in the speed of serving
and reduces dish washing.
This year we had to use about $200.00 of our reserve fund
our steam cooker.

in order to repair

The care and precision which is used in the preparation and
serving of the large numbers each noon is much appreciated by
We have a large group of pupils asthe whole student body.
sisting the manager, Mrs. Gertrude McClintock, during the two
noon lunch periods.

A

financial report

is

appended.

ATHLETICS AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
All of our regular athletic program is being carried on
with the exception of winter sports. This year we have no
teachers qualified to coach winter sports who aren't already en-

gaged

in

an

activity.

Director of athletics Walter Mirey coaches the three major
He is assisted by the
sports, football, basketball and baseball.
following:

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Football and Junior High Basketball
Walter Fowler,
Hockey
Wilbur Fay,
Track
Theodore Lylis and Mr. Benjamin Mooney,

Tennis

Charles Beard,

John Callaghan,

Freshman-Sophomore Basketball

This winter our basketball team has taken on a long schedAt the present time our gym is packed
ule of nineteen games.
Our junior varsity and varto capacity at every home game.
sity cheer leaders assist materially at these games.

Last spring before a large audience our physical education
department, with Director John McGi'ail and his assistant, Mrs.
Florence Emerson, presented a very fine Physical Education
Demonstration.

The intramurals are being continued this year and include
touch football, softball and basketball. Any boy wishing to
play can get on some team and regular schedules are set up.
also

The girls have basketball and
an informal basketball team.

softball

intramurals, and

:
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EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
Much

of the life of the school centers around our so-called
"extra-curricular activities." These are so important that perhaps they should be called "curricular activities" and be included in the general program. Teachers assisting in these
activities are

Miss Nedra Small
Mrs. Irene Wight, Miss Edith Kelley
Mrs. Edythe Piper

Dramatics Club,
Red and White,
Athenian Club,

Projection Club,
Boy Scout Merit Badge,
Student Activity Association,
Junior High Student Council,

National Honor Society,
Publicity Club,
Cheer Leaders,
Torch Club,

Hi-Y,
Senior Tri-Hi-Y,
Junior Tri-Hi-Y,
We-Too Tri-Hi-Y,

Mr. Harold Hanson
Mr. Benjamin Mooney
Mr. Harold Hanson
Mr. Walter Fowler
Miss Edith Kelley
Miss Alice Goodwin
Miss Virginia McNamara
Mr. Edward Herlin
Mr. Walter Fowler
Mrs. Helen Chase
Mrs. Eva Stevenson

Students,
Miss Carolyn Stevenson, Miss Betty Hamilton
Mrs. Elizabeth Bedard
Debating and Discussion Club,
Class Advisers
Mrs. Florence Emerson, Mr. Charles Beard
Seniors,
Juniors,
Miss Violet Davis, Mr. Wilfred Creteau
Miss Virginia McNamara, Mr. John McGrail
Sophomores,
Freshmen,
Mrs. Marion Abbott, Mr. Carl Bartlett
Mrs. Doris Buswell
Glee Clubs,
Mr. Everett Firth
Band and Orchestra,

These teachers spend a great deal of time with their groups
and deserve much commendation for their professional attitude.
This year our vocal music department has taken on added
under the direction of Mrs. Buswell. We are planning to
hold the New Hampshire Music Festival in Rochester in April,
and at that time to act as hosts to approximately 400 musicians
since the concert will include orchestras, bands and glee clubs.
life

Music means much in the life of a city. For this reason it
would be desirable to have instrumental music taught beginning at the grade school level. To carry out this plan would
necessitate the

employment of a teacher on a

full-time basis.

Vocal music is important, too. I suggest that we consider
returning to the plan of giving credit for all music and that
such classes become a part of our regular schedule.

GRADUATES OF
Twenty-three graduates went

1946

to four-year colleges as fol-

lows:

University of New Hampshire
One each to the following:
Boston School of Pharmacy

11
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Bowdoin College
Columbia University
Kansas Art School
Keene Teachers' College
Massachusetts State College
Norwich University
Plymouth Teachers College
Saint Anselm's

West Point

Two

are attending Gordon School of Theology.
Fifteen are attending junior colleges and business colleges.
Five returned for post-graduate work.
Eleven entered employ of New England Tel. & Tel.
Seventeen are working in local factories.
Fifteen are working in local stores.
Fifteen have joined the Armed Services.
Five are married.
Four are learning the beauty shop business.
Five are employed in local offices.
Fourteen are either working at the family trade or staying
at home.
One passed on, Robert Eastman.

SCHOLARSHIP
all

Spaulding High School teachers are attempting
the children of Rochester to the best of our ability

and their

to teach
to teach

ability to learn.

We

are trying to individualize our assignments so effectively that the pupil of lower ability will meet the minimum requirements of the course, while the average pupil or above
average pupil will be led to exert himself to accomplish all the

work

of

which he

is

capable.

way we hope

to keep all children studying with
worthwhile objectives and also encourage the college-minded to

In this

excel in their classes in order to qualify for college admission.

The record of our graduates in college shows that Spaulding High School has been maintaining high scholastic standards
group who are preparing for college.

in the

STUDENT ACTIVITY ASSOCIATION
The Student Activity Council with Adviser Harold Hanson
continues to be a very active group. It is the only student
organization that can speak directly for the students as a whole
It is an elected group and represents all classes.

still

This council passes upon bills, purchases, and budgets for
extra-curricular activities.
This year its interest has been
extended to include supervision of noon-hour study rooms and
Also, committees have charge of the planthe bicycle room.
ning for the Music Festival to be held here in April.
all

The Council is to be commended on its high interest in affairs concerning the school.
I hope its efforts will reach even
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deeper into school life each year.
A financial report of the Student Activity Association
appended.

is

VETERANS
We

have twenty-seven veterans registered

They are

in

school now.

in the following classes:

Post-Graduates

12
10

Seniors
Juniors

1

Sophomores

4

We

didn't set up special classes for veterans but rather
rolled them in regular classes according to their individual
They were given certain privileges with
sires and needs.
spect to study rooms and smoking but otherwise have been
lowing the regular routine of the school.

enderefol-

We feel that, for the most part, the veteran is trying hard
to take his place in school and do a better job than he did when
he was with us before.

GUIDANCE
Mrs. Helen Chase, Director of Guidance, is continuing to
hold individual conferences with freshmen and seniors and thus
helping them educationally and vocationally.

Our seniors have taken tests in mental ability, mechanical
aptitude and Vocational Interest Tests. The results of these
tests will be used by Mrs. Chase in counseling with the seniors.
Our present junior class is being tested this month through
the services of Mr. Thacker of Boston University.
He administers and scores the tests and sends us the results for guidance
purposes. With this added help we hope to guide our students
in making more intelligent choices of vocations, subjects and
schools for post secondary training.

CONCLUSION
In behalf of all the teachers, I wish to thank you for the
consideration and help we have received in our attempt to give
the best possible service in education to the children of Rochester.

Respectfully yours.

JOHN

M.

COTTON,
Headmaster.

:
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SPAULDING HIGH SCHOOL CAFETERIA
Opei-ating Statement September, 1945, to June, 1946

Income
$19,364.87

Sales

Operating Expenses:
Inventory September
Purchases

1,

1945

Inventory September

1,

1946

$803.20
20,991.06
$21,794.26
619.16
$21,175.10

Gross Loss

$1,810.23

Other Expenses:

Labor
Sundry Expenses

$5,354.14
765.35
$6,119.50

Net Operating Loss

$7,929.73

Other Income:

Government Subsidy
Net

$7,968.57

38.84
600.00

Profit before Depreciation

Depreciation

Net Worth September

1,

1945

$561.16
$1,864.45

Net Worth September

1,

1946

$1,303.29

Loss for the Period

Assets, Exclusive of Reserve Account:

Cash

$684.13
619.16

Inventory

$1,303.29

Assets of Reserve Account:

Deposited in Rochester Trust Co.
Total

Assets

September

in
1,

Cafeteria
1946

.

.

$1,206.01

Account
$2,509.30

I have audited the account of the Spaulding High School
Cafeteria for the year ending September 1, 1946, and I believe
the foregoing to be a correct statement.

J.

STACY TRIPP,
City Accountant.
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STUDENT ACTIVITY ASSOCIATION
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
September, 1945, to June, 1946

RECEIPTS
Balance
Balance
Sinking
Red and

on Checking Account, September
on Savings Account, September

Fund
White

Football
Basketball
Baseball

Dramatics
Music and Debating
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

of
of
of
of
of
of

1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951

Stamps

$4,300.97
416.91
3,500.14
770.91
3,176.51
1,464.39
467.75
753.94
133.22
2,023.98
691.49
331.52
327.52
105.57
94.23
IS.T'S

$18,574.80

EXPENDITURES
Sinking

Fund

$4,141.86
1,100.15
4,502.70
1,098.92
1,468.60
621,69

Red and White
Football
Basketball
Baseball

Dramatics
Class of 1941
Class of 1945

6.00

47.40
361.46
2,172.06
370.13
58.70
33.11
25.85
18.63
17.20
2,111.72
416.91

Music and Debating
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

of
of
of
of
of
of

1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951

Stamps
Balance on Checking Account, June
Balance on Savings Account
Interest

1.71

$18,574.80
I have audited the account of the Student Activity Association for the year ending September 1, 1946, and I believe the
foregoing to be a correct statement.

J.

STACY TRIPP,
Citv Accountant.

REPORT OF THE SCHOOL NURSE
To

the Superintendent of Schools:
I

herewith submit

mv

report as School Nurse for the year

1946.

This report comprises my activities in covering the schools
Weekly visits to the five public grade schools enabled the teachers to discuss health problems vdth me. Pupils
w^ere weighed and measured three times during the year and
the progress of growth recorded and sent to the parents. The
children were given a complete physical inspection by me once
during the year, vision tests were made, and frequent hair and
The hearing of all students of
skin inspections were made.
grades three to six was tested on the audiometer machine. The
children of grades one and four were examined by Dr. Albert
Barcomb. The pupils of the three parochial schools were given
routine physical inspections, vision tests, and members of grades
three to six had their hearing tested with the audiometer maI, also, answered any emergency calls from these schools.
chine.
The health services at the Spaulding High School consisted of
weekly visits, physical inspections of grades eight, nine, eleven,
and twelve. The students of grades seven and ten were examined by Dr. Albert Barcomb.
of Rochester.

The communicable diseases which were prevalent
were measles and scarlet fever.

in

194G

Six Orthopedic Diagnostic Clinics were held at the Frisbie
Memorial Hospital under the direction of Miss Anne Lally,
R. N., Orthopedic Nurse Consultant, of the State Board of
Health. Drs. Ezra Jones, Carl Friborg, and Simon Stone examine the children referred to the clinic and the treatments recommended by them are carried out at the Oi'thopedic Physiotherapy Clinic which is held at Spaulding High School twice
each month.

A

Mental Hygiene Clinic under the direction of Dr. Anna
is held at the City Hall each month.

Philbrook of Concord

The Rochester Dental Clinic was resumed in December
with Dr. Roland Cullen working one-half day a week until the
The following is a tabulation of the work
is completed.
accomplished during the month of December.
30
Number treated

work

Number examined
Fillings
Silver

Cement
Porcelain

Temporary
Other
Prophylaxis

12
50
29
1

6
9
5
12

:
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Extractions

Temporary

6
3

teeth

Permanent teeth
X-ray

1

The Red Cross Motor Corps deserves much

credit for the
fine service they have rendered in transporting children to the
various clinics. The Kiwanis Club has, also, been very generous in aiding in the corrective work on underprivileged children.
I

want, Mr. Rand, to thank you and the teachers for the
I have received during the year of 1946.

cooperation

Respectfully submitted,

NORA

C.

SCAHILL,

R. N.,
School Nurse.

City of Rochester

TABLE

A—REGISTRATION AND ATTENDANCE
FOR THE SCHOOL YKAR

Allen School
Bernice E. Frye
Edith F. Mitchell
Phyllis J.

Laura

S.

1

I

361
321

Bliss

Elms

Jeanie J. Keir
R. Goodwin

Erma

School Street
Blanche H. Bean
Jane McDonald
Ruth

B.

Brown

Marion E. Nelson
Jeannetle Nixon
Janet B. Jacobs

Maple Street
Mildred Whipple
Gladys G. Redlon
Florence W. Pearson
Louise P. Sawyer
Blanche S. Young
Marjorie H. Howe

GONIC
Grace M. Header
Eva Johnson
Lillian Davis
Elsie

King

Helen G. MacLeod

East Rochester
G. Elaine Mahoney
Isabelle Hartford

Elizabeth N. Plummer
Evelyn O. Guy
Margaret Davenport
Marie M. Nixon

High
High

103

School, Gr. 7-8
School, Gr. 9-12

I

I

26|
311

1945-46
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TABLE B— TRANSPORTATION, DECEMBER
No. Carried
Public Parochial

Nar

Hall

Cecil J.

74

Forrest R. Otis

85

Edwin Pray

26
53

Norman

J.

Raitt

Harvey Warburton 99

Sumner W. Watson 33

18

30,

Pay per

Week

Route

Chestnut Hill, Farmington
and Ten Rod Roads
$65
Hill, Hansonville, Old
Dover Road, Gonic
60

Dry

Meaderboro Road
Hill, Salmon

50

Falls Road
No. Rochester, Shoreyville,

50

Rochester
10

East Rochester

55

Little Canada,
Blackwater Road, and
Rochester Heights

60

Pickering,

Pupils transported from East Rochester by bus to attend
Holy Rosary School

TABLE C— JANITORS, DECEMBER

Name

of School

1946

30,

1946
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT
January

1,

1946, to

January

1,

1947

RECEIPTS
Appropriation
Rentals

$201,452.00
225.50
$201,677.50

EXPENDITURES
Administration:
Printing and office supplies
Attendance officer
Census of children 5-16
Telephone

$433.81
650.00
130.00
493.46
122.22
97.72

Superintendent's expenses
Postage
Instruction
Salaries
Substitutes

:

126,885.60
1,469.50
2,773.27
3,652.30
4.65
152.41

Textbooks
Pupils' supplies

Flags
Graduation exercises
Operation and Maintenance:
Janitors' salaries
Janitors' supplies

Paper towels and

•

toilet

paper

Fuel
Light

Minor repairs
Auxiliary Agencies:
Library and reference books
Nurse's salary
Medical supplies and services
Transportation
Equipment and Other Charges

New Equipment
Typewriters
Insurance
State Supervisory tax
Special

repairs

Mechanic Arts
Teachers' Retirement

15,571.87
900.00
363.47
7,441.01
3,913.32
2,551.71

409.98
1,816.32
150.89
13,096.10
2,224.68
564.50
2,231.31
3,262.00
4,044.91
2,265.39
3,154.59

$200,826.99

Balance

$850.51

Calendar,

September

3 to

December

11)

1947-48
Grades High School
weeks
16 weeks

16

2 weeks' vacation

January
1

March
1

5 to

February 20

7

7

7

7

week's vacation
1 to April 16
week's vacation

April 26 to June 11
April 26 to June 18

7
8

37 weeks

38 weeks

NO SCHOOL SIGNAL
fire alarm will be the signal for no
When sounded at 7:05 and 7:45 all schools will be
school.
When sounded at 11:15 pupils will be disclosed for the day.
missed at the usual morning closing hour for the rest of the
The same signals will be sounded at Gonic and at East
day.
Rochester, and in the morning only, at the Spaulding Fibre Co.,

Twenty-two upon the

North Rochester.

GRADUATION EXERCISES
CLASS OF

1946,

SPAULDING HIGH SCHOOL

Spaulding High School Auditorium
Thursday, June 20, 1946
at 8:00 P. M.
Rochester,

Processional

— "Pomp

New Hampshire

PROGRAM
Charles D. Roberts

and Chivalry"

High School Orchestra
Invocation

Rev. Maurice A. Halde

Salutatory
Selection

— "The

Robert James Waldron
Rosary"

High School

Girls' Glee

Ethelbert Nevin

Club

Address

Paul T. McClurkin,
— "GlidingAlong"

Dr.
Selection

Hadley, Massachusetts
M. Hatswell

High School Orchestra
Valedictory

Margaret Hope Dixon
Aw^ards
Selection

—

Headmaster John M. Cotton
"Stouthearted Men"
High School Boys' Glee Club

Romhen,

Presentation of Diplomas

Mayor

C.

Wesley Lyons

Class Ode

Class of 1946
Words, Reginald Garfield Hurd,
Music, Barbara Jane French

Jr.

Benediction
Recessional

R. Treganza
March"
High School Orchestra

Rev.
— "Graduation

J.

Lake

CLASS OFFICERS
Alphonse Bernard Therrien, Jr.
GuRDON Raymond Mansfield, Jr.
Barbara Jane French
Eleanor Arlene Owen

Presideyit

Vice-President
Secretary

Treasurer

CLASS MOTTO
"We

finish to begin."

CLASS COLORS
Maroon and

Silver

CLASS MARSHAL
Robert Reynolds,

'47
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CLASS OF

1946

Ravmond Harry

Ahern, Mary Catherine
Allison, Carol Lee
Ames, Phyllis Marjorie
Anctil, Barbara Jean
Auclair, Paul Roger

Fecteau,

Balomenos, Virginia Louise
Beach, Patricia Mae
Beaudoin, George Valmont
Beaulieu, Russell Joseph
Berry, Barbara Marie

Gagne, Roland Alfred
George, Frances Magers
Germon, Mary Elizabeth

Fifield,

Robert Kimball

Forman, Barbara Gloria
Fox, Anne Theresa
French, Barbara Jane

Bickforcl, Natalie Ivesta

Bickford, Phyllis Arlene
Bickford, Stephen Arthur
Blake, Basil Franklin
Belles, Doris Martha
Boulet, Doris Jeannette
Boyle, Mary Gertrude
Brock, Elizabeth Grace
Brock, Ralph Adams, Jr.
Bruce, Robert

Burbank, Eleanor Johnston
Caron, Leo Ernest
Chappelle, Phyllis Ann
Chase, Betty Marian
Chase, Gladys Marion
Chesley, Forrest Harry
Colbroth, Phyllis Marie
Colburn, Helen Louise
Collins, Sylvia Ann
Converse, Raymond Edward
Cook, Carlyne Blanche
Cormier, Cecile Mary
Corson, Maralyn Virginia
Corson, Pauline Augusta
Cossette, Valerie Eva
Costantino, Doris Rose

Elaine May
Goldthwait, Lillian Frances
Goodwin, Beverly Janice
Grassie, Charles Wesley
Gray, William Edward
Griffin, Corinne Elizabeth
Gibbs,

Haley, June Ida
Hall.

Doreen

Halliday, Patricia

Ann

Hamel, Robert Thomas
Hanson, Bethany Lorraine

Home,

Beatrice Arline

Hughes, Ernest Raymond
Huppe, Yvette Mathilda
Hurd, Reginald Garfield, Jr.
Hussey, Arline Rita
Jenness, Annie Rebecca
Jones, Anita Ruth

Knowles, Alberta Louise
LaCroix, Priscilla Theresa
Lambertson, Elizabeth Louise
Lanoix, Charles Alphonse
Lessard, Barbara Louise
Mansfield,

Gurdon Raymond,

Coulombe, Constance Margaret McCarthy, Eunice Louise
Crovv^ley, Wilfred
McCrillis, Karldon Eugene
McGrath, Marshall Conrad
Dame, John Woodbury
McGrath, Peter Joseph
Davis, Irene
Miliner, Jean Audrey
Desaulnier, Wilfrid Edward
Munroe, Richard Arthur
DiPrizio, Alvino Charles
Murray, Gary Mark
Dixon, Margaret Hope
Dorr, Jeannette Lucille
Downs, Louise Ethel
Dubois, Rene Leon

Nesbitt,

Dugas, Arthur George
Duquette, James Adlord

Eastman, Robert Earle
Emack, Malcolm Leslie,
Evans, Bernice Lorraine

Arthur Eugene

Osgood, Joan Elizabeth
Owen, Eleanor Arlene

Jr.

Palmer, Shirley Geraldine
Parsons, Richard Hartley
Patch, Marian Louise

Jr,

Annual Report
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Pepin, Albert Wilfred
Pike, Carolyn Estelle
Piper, Stephen Forrest
Plante, Irene Mary

Pray, Dorothy

Ann

Sylvain, Paul Joseph

Taylor, Lillian Elizabeth
Therrien, Alphonse Bernard, Jr.
Towle, Joyce Irene

Trumbull, Nancy Jane

Danny
Ramsey, Normand Alphonse
Raizes,

Richardson, Harvey Rolfe
Richardson, Joan
Roberts, Erlon Paul
Roberts, William Joseph
Rodis, Pauline Marjorie

Sanfacon, Paul Eddie
Sawyer, Nathaniel Haley
Scruton, Virginia Margaret
Smith, Norma Hlie
Snyder, George Chester
Sunderland, Roberta Eileen

Turcotte, Cecile

Lucy

Varney, Robert Samuel
Veno, Lorraine Gloria

Waldron, Robert James
Walley, Gertrude Helen
Warburton, Hazelle Florence
Ward, Ralph Asa
Watson, William Martin, Jr.
Weeks, Ruth Georgianna
Wetherbee, Ivers Loring, Jr.
Wiechert, John Powell

Young, Jeanette

VITAL STATISTICS
of the

CITY OF ROCHESTER
1946

BIRTHS
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31,

1946
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BIRTHS REGISTERED IN THE CITY OF ROCHESTER FOR THE YEAR ENDING

DECEMBER

Name of
(if

Donna

31.

Child

any)

Gail

Name

of Father

1946

Maiden Name
of Mother
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BIRTHS REGIfTERED IN THE CITY OF ROCHESTER FOR THE YEAR ENDING

DECEMBER

31,

1940
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BIRTHS REGISTERED IN THE CITY OF ROCHESTER FOR THE YEAR ENDING

DECEMBER

Name of

C^hild

31,

1946
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BIRTHS REGISTERED IN THE CITY OF ROCHESTER FOR THE YEAR ENDING

DECEMBER

31.

1946
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31,

1946
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MARRIAGES REGISTERED IN THE CITY OF ROCHESTER FOR THE YEAR
ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1946

Name and Surname
of

Groom and Bride
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MARRIAGE!: REGISTERED IN THE CITY OF ROCHKSTER FOR THE YEAR

ENDING DECEMBER

Name and Surname
of

Groom and Bride

*Norman K.

Chcsley

Residence of each
at

Time

of

Marriage

31.

1046

By

Whom

Mari-ied

...
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MARRIAGES REGISTERED IN THE CITY OF ROCHESTER FOR THE YEAR
ENDING DECEMBER 31. 1946

Name and Surname
of

Residence of

Groom and Bride

at

Harlan D. Taylor
Saunda J. Pease
Robert A. Duntley
Lucille G. Turmelle
Francis H. Osgood
Dorothy M. Pinkham
Melvin E. Wilkins

Ellsworth T. Norwood...
Constance I. Harris
Roland E. Turmelle
Barbara A. Power
Joseph R. Brochu
Marie J. M. Gagne ....
Joseph A. L. Larochelle
Agnes M. Marcotte ....
*Louis J. Grassie

.

.

.

.

Dorothy M. Breton ....
Joseph G. Fecteau
Marie A. P. Sylvain ....
Ronald H. Battye
Kathleen E. O'Connor
Maurice I. Janelle
.

.

Pauline R. Gagne
Andrew Kaltsas
Irene P. Lambert
Henry P. Beaulieu ....
Edwina L. Lanoie
Edmond Turcotte
Emma R. Dufault
Richard V. Carlson
Louise T. Constantino
Sidney J. Hurley
Hazel R. Colby
.

F. Lally
C. Parizo
J.

Duperre
Landry

....

Yvonne I.
Robert A. Jacques

Antonetta F. Scorziello
Stanley R. Burns

.

Lois L. Gaskell
Theodore G. Pettis

Alpha M. Hennessey
J. St. Germain

Roaul

19

Rochester
Rochester
E. Rochester

Rochester
Rochester
Gonic
Rochester
Rochester

.

.

.

.

...

Farmington
Rochester
Gonic
Gonic
Rochester
Rochester
Rochester
Rochester
Gonic
Gonic
Arlington, Mass
E. Rochester
Rochester
Rochester
Rochester
E. Boston, Mass.
Rochester
Rochester

21

21
32
16
28
27
24
...

31

Iowa

Somersworth

.

.

.

Rochester

.

.

.

Gonic

Boston,

18

23
18
35

Falls

McGregor,

22
21
26
25
34
34
23
23
34
29
24
22
23
20
24
25
38
35
20
23

Rochester
Rochester
Rcchester
Rochester
Rochester

Richard W. Acres
Bernice E .Pasqualino

Que.

Manchester
Rochester

John

C. Dubois
F. Bodwell
Martin P. Tanguay ....
Jeanette B. Richard

Me

Springvale,
Sherbrooke,

Berlin

Nellie

Me

Rochester

Salmon
.

20

Dover

Ruth

Valley
Charles E. TryRg
Julliette A. Michael

53
32
28
21

Dover

Biddeford,

25
20

22
21
20
24
26
54

E. Rochester
E. Rochester
Rochester
Rochester

Cora Avery

Edmond

....

Dover

.

.

By

eacli

MarriaKe

Kennebunk, Me.

L. Merrill
*George P. Avery

Therese

of

Rochester
Rochester
Rochester
Rochester

Norma

Marcus

Time

Mass

....

25
18
24

24
72
56
23
24
29
27

Whom

Married

City of Rochester
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Name and Surname
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MARRIAGES REGISTERED IN THE CITY OF ROCHESTER FOR THE YEAR
ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1946

Name and Surname
of

Groom and Bride

..
..
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MARRIAGES REGISTERED IN THE CITY OF ROCHESTER FOR THE YEAR
ENDING DECEMBER 31. 1946

Name and Surname
of

Residence of each
Time of Marriage

Groom and Bride

*Otto F. Leavitt
Florence Canney
'Thomas L. Rippett, Jr.
Constance L. Corson ....
.

.

*Thomas

P. Nangle
Margaret K. McCue
*Winfred H. Sargent

.

.

Lorraine G. Veno
Albert R. Goulet
Yvette M. Huppe

.

.

Elizabeth M. Vachon
Aime W. Langevin

.

.

Elizabeth A. Olsen
E. Hennessey
Eileen R. D. Landi-y
Morgan R. Stephens
Angie R. Scamardella
Kenneth E. LoweU

*William

Eleanor F. Moody
Alden S. Moulton
Ruth A. Tucker
Frederick W. Comfort
Carmela M. D'Auria

W.

J.

Lawrence

.

.

.

.

.

.

Taylor, Jr.

.

.

.

.

.

Bowman
S.

Tuttle

Prudence M. Manchester

.

E. Croteau
Rose R. Bolduc
John C. Hurd
Catherine T. Daoust
*Azro T. Hawkins
Ada Palmer
Potter. Jr.
F. Baxter

.

.

.

.

in

19

Dover

26
22
24

Somersworth
Rochester
Gonic
Rochester
Rochester
Rochester
Rochester
East Rochester
East Rochester
Springfield,
Springfield,

Mass
Mass

East Rochester
Rochester
Ashland, Mass
Ashland, Mass.
Rochester
Rochester
Martinsburg, W. Va.
Rochester
Rochester
East Rochester

.

.

.

.

.

.

F.

Rev.

17

30

.

.

.

30
82
23
21
23
30
27
26
22
26
23
27
23
28
24
20
21

Mariied

N. Leavitt,

J.

P.

.

4
4

Rev.

M.

4

Rev.

Ray

4

Rev.

Rochester
Lionel Boulay
Somei-sworth

4

Rev.

R.

.

.

Farmington
A.

Halde

.

.

Rochester
R.

Kelley

.

.

Bellefeuille

.

Gonic

20

Rev. Leo Plante
Rochester
Rev. M. A. Halde ...
Rochester
Rev. A. S. Bishop ..
Springvale, Me.
Rev. R. I. Bohanan
E. Rochester
Rev. R. I. Bohanan
E. Rochester
Rev. Ray R. Kelley
Rochester
H. F. Roberts, J. P.
Milton
Rev. H. J. Schumacher
Rochester
Rev. Roy I. Bohanan
E. Rochester
Rev. N. J. Langmaid

20

Rev.

22

J.

A.

Emei-y,

25

J.

W.

Rochester
Morrison, J. P.

26

Rev. A. H. Graham
Berwick, Me.
Rev. J. H. Cormier
Rochester
Rev. R. A. Houle ...
Laconia
Rev. R. Bellefeuille
Gonic
Rev. R. S. Barder
Sanbornville
Rev. J. H. Cormier
Rochester
Rev. J. H. Cormier
Rochester

4

6
8

12
13
13
14

19

17

.

Whum

Parsonsfield, Me.
R. Treganza
J.
E. Rochester
Rev. J. J. Salesses
Narragansett, R. I.
N. L. Parker, J. P.

2
2

20

35
25
21
18
22

Milton Mills
Rochester
Rochester

Rochester.

June 30
July

19
21
18
23
23
25
21
35
36
22
22
22
20
30
23
21
18
23

Somersworth

Rochester
Rochester
Rochester
Rochester
Rochester
Laconia
Gonic
Texarkana, Ark
Rochester
Rochester
New York, N. Y.
Rochester
Rochester
Rochester

2
2

22

Rochester

Dover
...

Kathleen
Alphonse J. Chesnel ....
Pauline C. Allaire
*Delphis V. Letendre ....
Jeannette L. Ouellette
Charles N. Masse
....
Marilyn Autrey
"Elwin W. MacKay
Addie W. Karcher
Ralph G. Buonaiuto
Rita H. Couture
Bertrand L. Therrien
Rollande M. Lacasse

Not married

17

I...

East Rochester
Rochester

Robert

E.

Rochester

Northwood Narrows

*Glen L. Tebbetts
Erlene M. Lowell

*Lynn

Farmington

62
53
24
18
31
29
19

Rochester
Rochester

Lorraine R. Fournier
Clarence A Woods
Marie J. L. Croteau ....
Joseph F. Soucy

Charles

Rochester
Berwick, Me
East Rochester
East Rochester
Rochester
Narragansett, R.

Somersworth

Hassen
Ruby M. Garland
Arthur H. Giguere
Phillip

Alice

By

it

.

.

.

.

Nashua
Lional

Boulay

.

Somersworth
J.

P.

.

Dover
27
27
30

Aug.

3

3

3

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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MARRIAGES REGISTERED IN THE CITY OF ROCHESTER FOR THE YEAR
ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1946

Name and Surname

..

. .

.,

,
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MARRIAGES REGISTERED IN THE CITY OF ROCHESTER FOR THE YEAR
ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1946

Name and Surname
of

Winston F. Merrill
Orena A. Menard
*John W. Tarlton
Theresa Rheaume
*Romeo J. Hebert
Isabelle

.

at

.

.

.

,

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Kenney

Roger A. Sylvain
Dorothy L. Sessler
Donald S. Thomas
Priscilla I. Fowler

.

...
.

.

.

.

.

.

,

Gate

Kenneth R. Eck
Henrietta A. Vachon
Francis J.
Jerine R.

Mayo

E.

Rochester
Rochester
Rochester
Lynn, Mass.
Lynn, Mass.
Rochester
Rochester
Rochester
Rochester
Rochester
Rochester

,

,

.

.

Allen

.

.

...

Rochester
Gonic
Rochester
Lebanon, Me.
Lebanon, Me.
Rochester
Rochester

.

.

.

.

Portland, Me.
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Rochester
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.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Rochester
Rochester
Rochester
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.

.
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.

.

Somersworth
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John H. Frost
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.

.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Dover
.

.

.

._.

Dover

Ii-ene M. Mayo
Bernard R. Howard
Marjorie H. Glines
Frederick H. Stevens
Brenda A. Aldrich
Leo P. R. Bourque

E.

Dover

....
Rochester
East Rochester

...

Paul L. Desmarais ...
Doris E. Cyr
Walter Scott
Hazel C. Locke
Noel J. Gregoire ....

Evelyn

...
...

Ruel

Charles W. Beard
Ruth H. Young
*John P. Sample
Priscilla

Somersworth
Somersworth

Farmington

P. Drapeau
Gloria P. Goodwin
Clarence P. E. Carson
Ruth M. Calef
Henry J. Menard

*Henry

I.
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Rochester

.

...

Roland H. Rogers

Phyllis

Marriage

of

Rochester
North Rochester

*Bert A. Corson
Mildred L. Garey
*George D. Corson
Anna I. Ruel
William M. Britton
Hazel R. Murphy
Alice G.

Time

North Rochester

.

Cullinan

F.

By

Residence of each

Groom and Bride

Rochester
Rochester
East Rochester
.

.

.

.

.

Whom

Married
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MARRIAGES REGISTERED IN THE CITY OF ROCHESTER FOR THE YEAR
ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1946

Name and Surname
of

Groom and

Bride-

DEATHS
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Name of Deceased

Place of Birth

Q
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THE CITY OF ROCHESTER FOR THE YEA£ ENDING
DECEMBER 31, 1946

Place of Birth

Disease or Cause
of Death

Harry

W.

Patterson

Saco,

Me.
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THE CITY OF ROCHESTER FOR THE YEAR ENDING
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Name

Elizabeth

of Deceased

M. Grant
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INAUGURAL ADDRESS
by C. Wesley Lyons, Mayor

January

1,

1947

Gentlemen of the Council:

You have assembled here, as is the custom, to organize
your City Government for the year 1947. This, like any of those
years since we M^ere organized in 1891 as a city, will present its
problems which will require your deliberations. As a Council,
the problems before you will not be difficult, as many of you
members have served in your capacity for some time, and together with our new members, we have a Council composed of
men of business ability and integrity. The problems of our
city are most similar to those of all of our sister towns and
cities.
We have our parking situation, which I believe has
been solved under last year's administration. Our streets and
highways are not in perfect condition, neither are they in any
other area; and we, like every other community, are faced with
the problem of the acceptance of new streets, where the installation of water and sewer mains will be made for the new
homes which will provide for our men and women who are returning from the armed forces to become permanent residents
The new developments, which Rochester definiteof Rochester.
ly will have, must receive careful planning and thought on your
part; and we, as citizens, are most fortunate that this condition
exists.

Relative to the above, I know that you will be assisted by
your Planning Board, which has been set up for this particular
purpose; and I know, also, that some time in the very near future, they will present to you for your consideration, a proposed
zoning ordinance.

In this particular period, when prices on all materials are
it will be necessary for us all to give careful consideration
purchasing of same, and to avoid establishing a tax rate
which in the future will become a burden upon our many indusOur position here is simitries and the individual home owner.
lar to that of towns and cities throughout New England. These
conditions exist whenever we are in a reconstruction period;
and therefore, I ask that unusual caution may be taken in the
expenditures of all of the City's moneys. With the cooperation
of each of you as individuals, of which I am sure, we in Rochester will take advantage of the opportunities as they present
themselves, and as they are presented to us.
high,

to the

Before bringing to your attention the various departments
of the City, I compliment you on your good judgment and foresight in providing means and plans whereby at some time in the
near future we may construct a municipal garage and provide
a municipal parking lot in the location designated at the back
There is no question in our minds, or in
of our City Building.
those of all our citizens, but that there is a necessity for the
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proper horsing of our equipment. During the year many thousands of the residents of our shopping area trade in Rochester,
and also an equal number of tourists and summer residents
who pass through our city. In providing a new municipal
parking lot, we will have shown our progressiveness and foresight, and I will assure you that it will build up our reputation
as a progressive city composed of friendly people.
9,

We regret the untimely passing of Guy Smart on October
1946, who served our city faithfully as City Solicitor for
years.

many

Relative to our Water and Sewer Department, past experience during the various periods of the year has proved our
system to be inadequate to meet the many demands when large
In the early part of August, conflows of water are required.
ditions were such in one section of our city that our Water and
Sewer Committee felt it advisable to bring in one of authority
One of the municipal
to make a study of the water system.
functions is to provide a safe water system, to be able to furnish
the Fire Chief large quantities of water from hydrants when
needed, to furnish industries with a good quality water in the
quantity that they want, and also to furnish the homes with
good water for sanitary conditions. At our regular Council
meeting in August, we were privileged to have with us, Mr. E.
Sherman Chase, Consulting Engineer from the firm of Metcalf
& Eddy, Engineers, who made a survey of our system. He gave
a report, recommending the installation of a gravel pack well.
At the September Council meeting, a resolution was passed, providing $25,000.00 for the installation of a gravel pack well. The
new homes that have already been built for veterans, those
now under construction, and the many that will follow, will require many more services. These extensions will make it necessary for the system to bring a further supply of water, and I
know it is the desire of us all that the installation of this well be
made as soon as it is physically possible.

One of our most essential departments, and perhaps the
most easily criticized, is our Department on Roads, Bridges and
Drains. For the past two years this department has endured
as heavy snowstorms as we have experienced for many years.
We have battled these storms with equipment that has seen
many years of service. And yet, under these many handicaps,
we have progressed. With your assistance and aid, new equipment has been purchased. However, owing to the fact that deliveries on what we have obtained have been received late in the
year, they did not assist greatly in the fulfillment of all the
program which was anticipated. There is no question but that
the Committee and the members of our Highway Department
may proceed this year with more confidence, and also with a
firm assurance that the programs which are laid out will be
completed. A suggestion might be considered as to the repairing of some of our sidewalks, and also the extension of new
construction on those streets which have been considered but
were held up because we were experiencing a period when any
new construction was prohibited.

When

our budget was made up in 1946, $500.00 was in-
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eluded for the painting of street signs and the erecting of same
on streets where they did not appear. Your committee took
definite steps on these improvements, and today our streets are
very well marked. This will be helpful to all of those who are
not personally familiar with any particular street.

During 1946 the schools of Rochester have been maintained
at a continued high standard, made possible by the provision of
adequate financial support. In spite of a nation-wide teacher
shortage, they have been fully staffed.
Reasonable quantities
of supplies and new equipment have been provided, and the
physical plant has been properly maintained.
Many returning
veterans have taken advantage of the educational opportunity
offered at Spaulding High School, and the curricula and regulations of that institution have been modified to meet the needs
of this more mature group of young people.
Considerable
equipment for school use has been procured from government
federal
surpluses, and
subsidies have made possible a continuation and extension of a self-supporting hot lunch program in
the schools.

May I for a moment call your attention to our Public Libraries?
Perhaps many of us do not appreciate the time and
effort that are devoted by the Trustees, who are continually
striving to increase your collection of books, and, like our
schools, to assist in the education of our younger groups.
We
may well be proud of Rochester's libraries, and I know that in
will
receive,
only
your
undivided
future
they
not
suppoi't,
the
but also the cooperation of our citizens in general.
At this time I call to your attention our Fire and Police Departments, which are organized and set up for the protection of
property and of citizens.

Your Fire Committee has devoted much time, thought and
effort, with the cooperation of your Fire Chief, to bring to this
particular department, a rating which can be compared to any
in our state.
In the early part of 1946, through the cooperation
of the Gentlemen of the Council, new equipment was purchased
whereby we will be enabled to protect the property in our city
most efficiently. In the early part of this year, we expect to
have delivery on the American LaFrance aerial ladder. An
aerial ladder is equipment which will answer practically all
alarms. A few years ago when we spoke of aerial ladders, we
assumed that they would be used only on the high buildings or
This, however, is not a fact.
It is most efficient
structures.
on all types of structure. With our present equipment it takes
many men to raise our high ladders. With an automatic type,
one man can efficiently operate a ladder to any angle in a matter
It is also equipped with safety devices, which opof minutes.
erate at all times and under all conditions, adjustable at any
angle.
In addition to this we are equipped with a ladder nozzle
whereby one or more lines of hose may be attached, the same to
Our department is
be mechanically operated by one fireman.
equipped with fog nozzles for the fighting of oil fires, life nets
and many other incidentals necessary to an efficient department.
A number of these accessories have already been received. All
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has been made possible through your efforts, and you, as a
Council, can well feel proud of your achievements.

this

In 1946 I spoke relative to a tv^^o-way radio for our Fire
Department. These are used most extensively throughout the
state, and will also be an asset in forest fires, and fires in rural
Perhaps this is not the proper time for this installation,
areas.
but I believe it well that we keep this in mind for the future.

Your Police Department is also established for the protecMany who are not memtion of our property and our citizens.
bers of the Council are not aware of the many calls that are
the
problems with which
answered throughout the year, and of
An outstanding piece of equipthis department is confronted.
ment, which I believe that we have needed for a long while,
through your efforts has been purchased: an ambulance which
will be used by this department that will follow up any accident
or fire, also to be used for conveying those of our citizens in
emergency calls, whereby they may be removed to hospitals at
This ambulance is to be equipped with two-way
all times.
radio, which will be of great assistance in this particular type
of use.
It is most necessary that your Fire and Police Departments
must cooperate and work with each other, and I personally have
observed that in the past, these two departments have been cooperating most efficiently.
I take this as an opportunity to convey to the members of
our departments throughout our city, our appreciation for their
efficient cooperation with our citizens.

At our Inaugural ceremonies

in 1946, I addressed you relaplaygrounds, and how fortunate we
were, as a city, in having these localities which have been set
This year the municipal
aside for the use of the general public.
playground at Hanson Pines has been patronized by many,
most especially by our younger children.

tive to our

many parks and

Through the cooperation of our Water and Sewer Department, we have been able not only to keep our Common well cared
but also a number of our smaller parks. During spring,
summer and fall there are many hundreds of people who use
this Common for their ball games and our band concerts, and I
think that we should feel proud of the fine care that has made
this a most attractive spot, not only for those who patronize it
for recreation, but also for our visitors who are passing through
our city, where its general appearance has made a favorable
impression upon these visitors. During the winter months the
Common and the playgrounds in Gonic and East Rochester have
their skating rinks built up for the recreation of the younger
group and I believe that we, as a body, are looking forward to
the time when we may have permanent playgrounds, similar To
the Hanson Park Playground, both in East Rochester and in
for,

;

Gonic.

Much thought should and must be taken relative to the
shade trees of our entire city. The majority of these trees are
Through the western part of our country, the elm blight
elms.
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has been most disastrous. Through these western cities thousands upon thousands of these elms have been destroyed, and
from information at hand, this blight has now been discovered
in the southern part of New England, most especially in Connecticut, and I feel that we should not only take special care of
these elms, which make our city beautiful, but should also take
steps to plant trees in the vacant places where trees have been
removed, and also on the new streets which have been accepted
in recent years.

For the past few years we, as a Council, have been deliberating a change in Central Square, so as we may be enabled to
take care of the continual increase of traffic, both motor and
pedestrian.
Through the cooperation of the State Highway
Department, we have at hand three layouts which were drawn
by the late Ralph L. Kimball, Division Engineer, in 1940, relative to the improvement of this Square.

During the war when many of our citizens, not only from
Rochester but from surrounding towns and communities, were
doing their bit in defense plants, the Council designated a porThis was an emergency
tion of the Square for a bus terminal.
program and only for the length of time it was needed by those
workers. In these past few years our general public have become accustomed to arriving in town and leaving at this particular location.
Now we feel and know that this terminal
should not be in this particular location, but when this change
is made, we must not forget the fact that those who patronize
this convenience must be considered.
There apparently

is

some misunderstanding among our

citizens regarding the possibility of a change in the location of
the Parson Main Memorial. I think we all, as members of our
City Government, appreciate the important part the Parson
Main played in Rochester in its early stages of settlement, not
only as the leader of the first place of worship, but also as an adviser in matters of legal affairs, as well as caring for those who
were ill in this particular community and over this whole secIt is my desire to convey to our citizens in
tion of the state.
behalf of the Gentlemen of the Council that it is not our intention to remove the memorial of our distinguished first citizen to
an obscure location, or to one of less importance than it now
has; and should the Council, as a whole, or by a special committee which they might see fit to appoint, change its location
to the center of our Square, I personally feel that it might be
most helpful in relieving the congestion of traffic.
I think perhaps that you will agree with me that these
above changes should be made, not only of buses and memorial,
but perhaps also lighting, and the same should receive careful
deliberation and advice from those who are in authority on the
regulation of traffic; and after this information is obtained,
that it should receive the most careful consideration, not only
from an individual committee but from you Gentlemen of the
Council as a whole.

In the latter part of 1945, the Committee on Street Lights
took advantage of the opportunity presented to them by the
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Public Service Company of New Hampshire, whereby they could
increase the candle power of our lights throughout the city with
a no greater expenditure of money.
At a recent conference
with the Public Service Company, they have suggested the
presentation of a diagram of a new type of light which could be
installed in squares, and also in extension of the so-called white
way. In the early part of this year, this will be presented to the
standing committee on Street Lights for their consideration. I
might add that this involves a very small increase of expenditure.

This past year the Committee on Public Buildings has
painted the copings and trimmings, and repaired windows in
the East Rochester Fire Station and Opera House, and we have
been so fortunate as to have had the Gonic Opera House painted
and some of the plumbing replaced. This work, together with
the Central Fire Station, which was repainted in 1945, brings
these buildings into fair condition.
I feel that this work was
most essential, and that we must each and every year make some
improvement for the upkeep of our buildings. I know that this
will be done because in the past our Committee on Public Buildings has been most cooperative.
In closing, I take this opportunity to remind you of the
natural advantages we have in Rochester: its geographimany and varied industries, its parks and supervised playgrounds, and the power from its two rivers, the
Cocheco and the Salmon Falls. We are also so fortunate as
to have fine schools, and the Spaulding High is one of the best
and finest equipped in the East. Our up-to-date mercantile
establishments do a tremendous business and draw thousands of
buyers to this natural and convenient trading center. We have
a fine Public Library and a modern, well-equipped hospital.

many

cal location, its

The fact that we are so fortunate in these many advantages
because since Rochester received its charter as a city in 1891,
honest, intelligent and cooperative city government; and w6, as a Council for the year of 1947, must not be
thoroughly satisfied with the present, for such satisfaction
would only lead to stagnation, and that is not a part of our program. I am sure that we can look forward to the future, hopeful and without fear, always working for a better, busier and
is

we have had an

larger city.
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Nelson.

—John
— Thomas

Ward Three
ering.
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J.
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Collector of Taxes — Eugene C. Howard.
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Levesque, Willis M. Hayes, Deus Levesque.
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Chief Engineer of the Fire Department
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Deputy Chief Engineers of Fire Department Wilbur E. Home,
Joseph E. Woodes, Charles L. Plummer, William B. Shaw,
Downing Osborne.
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— Charles E. Goodwin.
City Physician — Charles E. Moors,
Board of Health— Forrest L. Keay, Charles E, Goodwin, Charles
Overseer of Poor

Sanitary Officer

Jr.

E. Moors, Jr.
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—

Plumbers' Examining Board Charles E. Moors,
Home, Charles E. Goodwin.

—

Assessors Howard C. E. Becker, Alfred
R. Chalmers.
Trustees of Trust Funds
Frank E. Hussey.

— Cecil

J.

Jr.,

Wilbur E.

Beaudoin, Albert

M. Pike, Bernard F. Nixon,

—

Trustees of Public Library Robert P. Wilson, Charles
ney, Jr., J. Levi Meader, Henry J. Grondin, Joel
Crillis, J. Stacy Tripp.

W. VarW. Mc-

—

Licensing Board Mayor C. Wesley Lyons, City Marshal Thomas K. Redden, Health Officer Charles E. Goodwin.

Manager
Janitor-

of City Hall

— James

Auditorium

— E.

Assistant Janitor

— Charles

G. Fenton.

—John

Janitor, East Rochester Hall

— Ernest

Janitor, Gonic Hall

— Wm.

F. Hickey.

Stevenson.

Sealer of Weights and Measures
Special Police

Morrison Douglas.

B. Callahan.

—James

B. Callahan.

0. Allen, William J. Blair,

Leon

Blaisdell,

Wilfred Boulanger, Percy Brooks, Alonzo Bunker, James
B. Callahan, F. D. Callaghan, Frank C. Canney, Louis Carter, Guy E. Chesley, Don R. Coburn, Francis W. Cote,
Ernest Couture, Eudore Couture, George A. Creteau, Peter
Cullen, George D. Dame. Forrest M. Davis, W. Earl Davis,
E. Morrison Douglas, Fred L. Doyle, Miles H. Dustin, Isaac
C. Evans, James Flood, Albert S. Foster, Chester A. Freeman, Alphonse Frenette, Charles E. Goodwin, Neal Goodwin, Leland L. Gray, Wm. D. Hamel, Wilbur Hayes, Horace F. Haynes, John F. Hickey, Ernest E. Home, John J.
Hurley, Carl Jacobs, Edward Joblonski, Herbert Kenney,
William Lamontagne. A. R. Lapointe, Alphonse Lacasse,
Gerald G. Lapierre, Ambrose Massey, John Meader, Ralph
O. Meader, Frank B. Miller, Arthur Mortimer, Clifton H.
Niblock, Eugene O'Brien, Rolf Osterman, Freeman V.
Parshley, Michel A. Pelletier, John W. Philbrook, Napoleon
Picard, Maxime Portray, George J. Potvin, Bert F. Power,
Dwight Raab, Gerard Rainville, Joseph A. Roulx, Felix
Sanfacdn, Fred L. Seavey, Harold Shepard, Mylo Sinclair,
Ernest Stevenson, Reginald Stuart, Arthur E. Tebbetts,
Richard Varney, Albert L. Wallace, Harvey Warburton,
Jasper G. Ward, Harry L. Webber, George V. Willard, Joseph Woodes, Joseph G. Zuromskis.
Public

Weighers

— Roland

Bouchard, Herbert Bowering, For-

Edna Capron, A. F. Carter, Walter T. Gate,
Clark, Forrest M. Davis, John Dodge, Kenneth
Drapeau, Fred Durgin, Irving Emerson, Charles E. Fisher,
J. Raymond Fisher, Wallace N. Fisher, Robert Gilman,
George E. Greenfield, Frank Hatch, Richard G. Hatch,
rest Campbell,

Raymond
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George W. Heath, George Herries, Warren C. Howard,
Raoul J. Marcotte, Roy Marcotte, J. A. Morrill, A. C. Mortimer, Roger E. Page, Orlando E. Pickering, Raymond
Palmer, Chester H. Smith, Franklin Torr, Olive Page Tufts,
Albert Warburton, Scott Winkley, Joseph Woodes, Bert
Woodward, William York, Ivory L. Young.

—

Surveyors of Wood and Lumber Jesse Ames, Arthur Bonenfant, Louis Cartier, Nathaniel Davis, William H. Emack,
Robert Fownes, Norman Griffin, Russell Griffin, Samuel
Hale, Albert Lacasse, Raoul Lacasse, Erwin Lurvey, James
R. Mangar, A. F. Potvin, George J. Potvin, Clayton Severance, James 0. Watson, Malcolm Roode.

Fence Viewers

— Ernest

Campbell, Harvey Henderson.

STANDING COMMITTEES,
Finance

1947

— Mayor, Palmer, Jones.
— Mayor,

Parshley,

Thomas

— Mayor, Parshley, Bowering.
—Mayor, Nelson, Cassidy.
Public Buildings — Wilson, Maxfield, Bowering.
Fire Department — Wentworth, Wilson, Potvin.
Roads, Bridges and Drains— Leach, Jefferson, Donald

Sylvain.

Shade Trees, Parks and Commons
Sylvain.

Public Instruction

Claims and Accounts

Water Works and Sewers

— Simonds,

Roy, Thomas Sylvain.

—Maxfield, Wentworth, Hurley.
— Parshley, Hersom, Cassidy.
Election and Returns — Hersom, Jefferson, Cassidy.
Legal Affairs — Mayor, Simonds, Donald Sylvain.

Street Lights

Printing

Bills in Their

Second Reading and Eyirolled Ordinances

—Roy,

Nelson, Hurley.
Police

— Mayor,

Palmer, Jones.

Purchasing Committee

—Mayor,

Wilson, Potvin.

SPECIAL COMMITTEES,

Dump — Roy,

1947

Jefferson, Maxfield.

Municipal Garage
Potvin, Jones.

— Mayor,

Palmer,

Leach,

Simonds,

Wilson,
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